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From the President’s Desk
The Aerospace Corporation was established as an objective,
trusted partner and advisor to the nation’s defense space programs. In partnership with the government and industry, Aerospace has contributed to the successful performance of critical
missions by national security space systems for nearly 50 years.
Effective mission assurance is critical because space is an
unforgiving business. Mission failures in the 1990s resulted in
$11 billion in lost assets. Many of these losses resulted from the
use of unvalidated acquisition practices—the “better, cheaper,
faster” approach that grew popular after the Cold War. More
significant than the loss in dollars was the loss of vital military and
intelligence capabilities and opportunities for space exploration,
research, and commerce.
Since 1999, the national security space industry has been recovering from those losses by reestablishing tried-and-true practices
that emphasize mission success over schedule and cost reduction.
This “back-to-basics” approach recognizes that optimum cost
performance results from doing the job right the first time and
achieving 100-percent mission success. Aerospace plays a vital
role in this effort, and shares basic accountability for mission assurance for defense and some intelligence space systems. An obvious part of this accountability entails objective assessment and
independent monitoring of program executability. But another
important aspect involves helping the government to be a smart
buyer. This begins by helping the government set an acceptable
level of risk on a program. It also includes establishing appropriate incentives to guide prime contractor behavior and foster the
technical curiosity that can reveal unexpected issues that can
have catastrophic consequences. Applying these principles with
equal rigor at the subcontractor and supplier levels is likewise
essential to mission assurance.
As a nonprofit trusted agent with an extensive and well organized cross-program historical memory, Aerospace is uniquely
positioned to support the government’s mission assurance goals.
Respected for their credibility and objectivity, Aerospace representatives serve on the Space and Missile Systems Center
Independent Readiness Review Team and the NRO Mission
Assurance Team, provide independent program assessments,
and work alongside contractors in their own facilities. They investigate system anomalies and disseminate lessons learned. They
develop and modernize relevant specifications and standards,
provide independent review of testing protocols, and establish
technology readiness criteria. To help the government manage
complex space projects, Aerospace has developed tools such
as the Aerospace Watch List and the Launch Verification Matrix.
To strengthen partnerships and help the government and industry
work toward common goals, Aerospace serves as coordinator of
the Space Quality Improvement Council and the National Space
Suppliers Council.
These efforts have helped get space programs back on the right
track. But challenges will continue, as space systems become
more complex and vital and as the number of missions and
users continues to grow. Many new and next-generation space
systems function as elements of broader enterprises, composed

of different systems assembled through coupled acquisitions.
Mission success, in this environment, requires managing an
expanding number of complex architectures and interfaces. A
key challenge, then, will be to sustain existing capabilities while
building more comprehensive systems to replace them—and that
means that space programs must perform to greater levels than
ever before.
Aerospace is an integral part of the overall solution to mission
assurance and mission success. The whole picture includes putting the right teams in place, capping risk at an acceptable level,
establishing realistic cost and schedule estimates, using validated
processes for predictable results, maintaining program stability,
and enhancing the industrial base. Efforts to institute this comprehensive approach are paying off: National security space
launches (and their associated on-orbit missions) are enjoying a
tremendous string of successes—more than 50 in a row, including
15 EELV launches. As long as space system developers maintain
clear accountabilities and sustain the focus on mission assurance,
this positive trend can continue indefinitely.

William F. Ballhaus Jr.
President and CEO

Headlines
Aerospace Assesses Hailstorm Damage
the repaired foam, and the results showed the risk was minimal compared with other known foam debris sources.
Aerospace assessed the repairs and concluded that the hail damage no longer threatened the launch. Results of the Aerospace hazard
analysis for foam debris were presented to NASA at the second flight
readiness review for STS-117 in late May. Atlantis safely returned
from the International Space Station on June 22.
Space shuttle Endeavour, mission STS-118, also experienced foam
loss that caused damage to the orbiter’s thermal tiles when it launched
on Aug. 8. After much testing and assessment, NASA concluded that
the shuttle could safely return to Earth, which it did, on Aug. 21.

Courtesy of NASA

Aerospace has worked closely with NASA to assess the foam
debris hazard for every space shuttle mission since the Columbia
accident in 2003. This included the Atlantis mission, STS-117,
which launched from Cape Canaveral on June 8, 2007. Just prior to
the Atlantis launch, NASA revised its damage map, derived using
Monte Carlo analysis. The map, which tells how much damage the
shuttle’s tiles can sustain from foam impacts, is now more accurate
for impacts from small foam debris (less than 0.002 pound mass).
As it sat on the pad ready for launch in February, Atlantis was
pummeled by a hailstorm that caused extensive damage to its orbiter
and external tank. The launch date was canceled, and a three-month
repair of the hardware systems began. The outer mold line of the external tank has certain critical thickness and flatness criteria that must
be met for the tank to survive the heat it experiences during ascent.
NASA decided to carve out the foam from damaged areas on the
external tank and spray new foam. Repairs of this magnitude had been
done only once before in the shuttle program’s history. NASA now
needed to know whether the repairs to the hail-damaged foam would
increase the risk to the orbiter. After the repairs were completed,
Aerospace assessed the foam debris hazard to the shuttle.
Aerospace had two concerns with the condition of the external
tank. The first was that some foam softened by the hail, but not identified and replaced, could release during ascent because of structural
degradation. Aerospace intentionally damaged multiple foam samples
from the external tank to simulate the hail strikes. Each sample was
then subjected to ascent environments in Aerospace’s wind tunnel and
monitored for foam loss. None of the samples experienced an anomalous release that could be associated with the hail impacts. Aerospace
concluded there was no increased risk to Atlantis. The second concern
was that the repaired foam might release during ascent. Aerospace
analyzed the location, timing, mass, and expected release frequency of

The space shuttle Endeavour and its seven-member STS-118 crew head toward
Earth orbit and a link-up with the International Space Station on Aug. 8, 2007.

NFIRE’s tracking sensor payload successfully tracked and collected images of a thrusting target—a
modified Minuteman II booster—launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base on Aug. 23, 2007.
Images from the successful test will improve understanding of missile exhaust plume observations
and plume-to-rocket body discrimination, according to the U.S. Missile Defense Agency. Program
officials will continue to evaluate system performance based upon telemetry and other data obtained
during the exercise. The data will be used to validate and update models and simulations that are fundamental to missile defense technologies.
The NFIRE satellite is the Missile Defense Agency’s demonstration satellite program aimed at
collecting long-wave infrared rocket plume data at close proximities, explained Pete Thomas, senior
project engineer with the Aerospace Technology Development Test and Demonstration Directorate.
The satellite supports the Missile Defense Agency’s Kinetic Energy Interceptor Program, designed to
produce interceptors capable of shooting down enemy ballistic missiles during their boost and ascent
phases of flight.
The tracking sensor payload, NFIRE’s primary payload, was developed by Science Applications International Corporation under the stewardship of the Air Force Research Laboratory and
Aerospace. “The payload, developed under strict cost and schedule constraints, involved lots of direct
Aerospace and Air Force insight into payload design, build, and test prior to launch and on-orbit operations,” Thomas said. “Aerospace was present continually during the development to give immediate
attention to issues or problems. Aerospace implemented an effective but informal process for managing problem and failure reports to help ensure the low-cost payload wouldn’t fail.”
The NFIRE satellite has been in orbit since it was launched from Wallops Island, Virginia, on
April 24. The successful target launch mission is the first of two such dedicated missions.
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Near-Field Infrared Experiment (NFIRE)

The Air Force Minotaur 1 rocket carrying the
Near-Field Infrared Experiment satellite.

Royalty Checks Go to Aerospace Inventors
Approximately 30 Aerospace inventors were awarded royalty checks
in a ceremony held at Aerospace in June. Aerospace president and
CEO William Ballhaus distributed the checks, which ranged from
several hundred dollars to almost $64,000. Andrew Quintero from
the Office of Intellectual Property Management discussed a number of recently licensed Aerospace inventions, including a golf putter, a “smart” fridge, a microvalve, and an Internet security program.
Quintero gave a brief overview of the licensing process. He
explained that when an Aerospace researcher discovers what is
thought to be a new idea, that idea is listed in Aerospace’s intellectual property database and reviewed by one of Aerospace’s
patent committees. If it is approved by the reviewing committee,
a patent attorney prepares an application that is submitted to the
United States Patent and Trademark Office. The inventor then
prepares a summary of the invention, and this generally triggers
the formal commercialization effort, which typically requires the
inventor to conduct a technology opportunity briefing. “This is
critical, because it is the primary document that works to market
the technology,” said Quintero. However, the intellectual property
can be licensed in many ways, and this ceremony represented a
number of those methods, representing almost $1 million.
Aerospace has licensed its inventions to many people and
companies, including individual entrepreneurs, small startup
companies, and large corporations. The revenue generated from
the licensed patent is distributed among the inventors, their
departments, and the corporation. The money distributed to
the departments and corporation as a whole allows additional

flexibility in supporting the vast array of interesting ideas being
investigated at Aerospace. Inventors are encouraged to work
closely with Aerospace’s intellectual property office to build on
this recent success.

Andrew Quintero, William Ballhaus, and general counsel Gordon Louttit awarded
royalty checks to Aerospace employees. The June ceremony recognized 30 Aerospace inventors.

Colorado Springs Security Award
The Aerospace security group in Colorado Springs has been awarded the
James S. Cogswell Outstanding Industrial Security Achievement Award
for 2007. The award was presented by the Defense Security Service at
the annual training seminar of the National Classification Management
Society in Reno, Nevada, in June. Thirty facilities were granted the award,
from a pool of nearly 12,000 cleared DOD contractors.
The criteria for this award focus on principles of industrial security
excellence. These include establishing and maintaining a security program that goes well beyond basic requirements. The award cited Aerospace for providing leadership to other cleared facilities in setting high
standards for security.
Only facilities that have at least two consecutive superior industrial
security review ratings and those that show a sustained degree of excellence and innovation in their overall security program may be nominated for the award. Aerospace received superior ratings in 2004–2006.
The award, established in 1966, is named in honor of the late Air
Force Col. James S. Cogswell, who was the first chief of the unified
office of industrial security within the DOD. The annual award is the
most prestigious honor the Defense Security Service bestows on a
cleared facility. Aerospace’s Western Range Directorate at Vandenberg
Air Force Base in California received the award in 1997.
“I am extremely proud of the Colorado Springs security group
for its continued commitment to excellence,” said Mike Drennan,
Aerospace vice president of Space Operations, Requirements, and
Technology.

Mark Wedo and Celia Canaan of the Colorado Springs security group are
joined by Mike Drennan as they display the 2007 James S. Cogswell Award.
The Aerospace Colorado Springs security group was recognized as a leader
in setting high security standards for its facility.
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Allyson D. Yarbrough, Associate Principal Director, EHF Systems

Mission Assurance
for AEHF
Allyson Yarbrough brings personal
and professional qualities to the
table that contribute to a rewarding
Aerospace career.
Donna Born
The Advanced Extremely High Frequency (AEHF) next-generation
military protected communications system is scheduled for launch
in 2008. AEHF is the successor to the current Milstar system, replenishing Milstar satellites in the EHF band. The new system will
have up to twice as many tactical networks, provide 10 times greater
total capacity, and offer channel data rates 6 times higher than that
of Milstar II. The higher data rates will permit transmission of tactical military communications such as real-time video, battlefield
maps, and targeting data. Interoperability and coalition operations
will benefit from international partners in the development and
operation of the system.
Helping prepare for the launch of this mission is one of Allyson
Yarbrough’s principal responsibilities. For the past two years, she
has led the development and implementation of the AEHF Mission Assurance Framework, which seeks to deliver mission success
through the disciplined application of thorough, documented processes and the capture of technical evidences for launch and operations readiness. She is quick to credit others whose work she has
built upon, who initiated the framework for AEHF, having adapted
it from the formal mission assurance process that had been in place
for some years for launch vehicle programs. But it is her tenacity
and leadership of the Mission Assurance Framework that will see
the new system to the launch and beyond.
Each portion of the Mission Assurance Framework, Yarbrough
explained, is assigned to separate teams that monitor systems engineering, the mission control system, launch vehicle integration, systems effectiveness, the space segment (payload and spacecraft bus),
information assurance, international partners, and operations. The
teams meet regularly to discuss progress of the respective mission
assurance tasks and the milestones, documentation, and evidence
that support decisions, rationale, task completions, and any deviations or exceptions. A computer-based assessment tool tracks the
progress, and supporting documentation is captured in an electronic
archive.
“It’s the totality of those assessments concatenated together that
we are working to complete in a way that, come launch, we’ll be
ready to give a thumbs up or not. What we’re trying to do is identify, document, track, and assess all the activities that need to be performed in order for us to stand up before our program manager, Air
Force Col. William Harding, and Aerospace management and say:
‘All requirements have been met. Yes, this satellite is ready to go.’”
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Yarbrough leads the mission assurance team for AEHF.

Although Yarbrough thought she was not an expert in mission
assurance when she was assigned that task for the AEHF system,
she soon realized how central it had been to so much of her engineering work at Aerospace. Her previous assignments were in the
Engineering and Technology Group, which provided her with specific technical expertise in disciplines relevant to space and launch
programs. These experiences directly prepared her for the AEHF
assignment. “I can wind a thread from every task to having some
relevance to mission assurance, whether it was developing prototypes in the labs, looking at current and alternative solutions to
microwave circuit hardware, participating in anomaly investigations,
assessing feasibility of new technologies, or technology forecasting.
All of that certainly plays a role in overall mission assurance.”
In her position as associate principal director of the EHF
Systems Program Office, Yarbrough shares management of the
Aerospace AEHF organization and interacts with Aerospace
customers and government contractors. Nearly single-handedly
she secured $1.3 million in DOD funds for a major field programmable gate array risk-mitigation test program. “The multiprogram
activity is focused on characterizing the reliability of this exciting
new technology being deployed on AEHF and planned for use on
numerous other national security space programs,” she said. It’s just
one of many mission assurance enhancing initiatives she has led or
supported.
Before joining the EHF Systems Program Office, Yarbrough was
principal director of the Electronics Engineering Subdivision that
provided expertise in space system electronics engineering. Prior
to that, she was the director of the Electromagnetic Techniques
Department, providing program support and leading technology
studies and prototype development efforts for military, civil, and
commercial satellite customers. Her main background is microwave
circuits and analysis, semiconductor processing, and microelectromechanical systems. For ten years after joining Aerospace in 1989

in what was then the Electronics Research Laboratory, she worked
in the Communication Systems Subdivision in the Microwave and
Millimeter-wave Electronics Section, first as a member of the technical staff and then as manager.

Career Highlights

In her career at Aerospace, Yarbrough has been successful at both
research and management and can’t decide which she likes best.
Her research has led to five patents that have generated revenue for
the company. “There has been nothing quite like learning something new in the lab and working in teams with some of the senior
colleagues. Not much compares to those five patents,” she said. “It
was really a thrill to realize that somebody else actually thought
something I created was useful enough to license.”
On the other hand, she has derived great satisfaction from her
management experiences. “Management has helped me grow personally. I’ve gotten as much excitement out of some management
successes as I have derived from being in the lab or satisfying a
customer need. Some of the most rewarding occasions for me have
been when employees come in to talk to me, and their level of confidence seems to be enhanced, just by our talking. Those occasions
have really made me very proud to be a part of the management
team. Seeing people grow. Helping employees pursue opportunities.
Giving people honest feedback.”
So it seems it comes down to simply working at Aerospace that
has offered her opportunity, growth, and fulfillment: “What has
been most invigorating is being part of a pool of engineers and scientists who represent virtually every discipline relevant to space. It
is no exaggeration that regardless of the space-related expertise one
needs, there is an expert in that area somewhere in the company.
What I admire and treasure most about the Aerospace environment
is the diversity of talent, skill, and knowledge represented among
our staff and management. The environment fosters initiative and
creativity and has forced me to open my technical aperture to engage in activities that take me outside of my technical expertise and
comfort zone.”
She is enthusiastic about soon-to-be Aerospace president,
Wanda Austin, who was once her division manager and has continued to be a friend and mentor. She is convinced that Austin will
be an extraordinary CEO and believes Aerospace is fortunate to be
led by a person of her technical talents, her initiative, her leadership
skills, and her stamina. “Dr. Austin’s poise and her ability to just stay
focused and her recognition of how important it is to get the customer the most rigorous—and programmatically viable—solutions
combine to put her in that position. She has been a role model to
many junior and experienced engineers, both men and women—
just being technically outstanding, responsive to customers, and
following through. And what’s so wonderful about her is that she’s
remained the same warm person as she’s risen through the ranks. I
just admire her on so many levels.”
Many at Aerospace say the same things about Yarbrough, who
is widely admired and liked. In addition to her five patents, she has
published papers, won professional awards, and belongs to several
professional societies and associations. Adding value to the Aerospace product for customers, serving as a role model, and assuming
greater responsibility are among her ambitions. “I enjoy it here.
This is my career home now. The quality of the staff, the interactions with colleagues, the opportunities for growth, the various

Woodworking has often inspired Yarbrough’s Aerospace research.

laboratories and simulation centers, being appreciated—all of these
combine to make Aerospace a very intellectually stimulating and
personally fulfilling place to work.”
For now, Yarbrough exercises her imagination and fills her spare
time with woodworking, which she approaches with the same passion she gives to her work. She has made utilitarian pieces, beautiful furniture for her home and gifts for others. But not even that
fulfilling avocation carries her too far from Aerospace: “Sometimes
I have a challenge that I’m walking around with in my head for
days or weeks, and when I’m in the middle of doing something like
sanding in my woodshop, my mind just goes off and starts working
on that problem. I remember an etching idea I had for one of the
patents, and I got a little breakthrough while I was in my woodshop. Frankly, two of my patents I figured out while I was in my
woodshop. I really got a kick out of that because woodworking is
totally unrelated to what I do here in the office.” She is also an avid
seamstress and makes many of her own garments.
She likes the fact that her husband, John Scarpulla, also works
at Aerospace as a scientist in the labs and now on a rotation assignment in a program office. They have worked together on teams
and projects—they collaborated on a 2003 Crosslink article on the
effects of ionizing radiation on space electronics: “What Could Go
Wrong?” He has helped set up her woodshop and buys her power
tools and pieces of exotic wood as birthday and anniversary gifts.
“He knows what I enjoy, and he’ll buy those things that will actually
make my woodworking easier.”
They met in graduate school at Cornell University, where Yarbrough earned her M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in electrical engineering.
She is close to her family and extremely proud of her father, who
finished his degree in mechanical engineering after retiring from
the Air Force, and of her mother, who returned to college to continue her own education. In fact, at the same time she was working
on her undergraduate degree in electrical engineering, her father,
her sister, and her mother were also studying at New Mexico State
University. “If I have a major decision to make, I talk to my husband, my parents, and my graduate thesis advisor, who remains one
of my heroes and mentors after all these years that I have been away
from Cornell. I feel very fortunate to have such a strong support
network.”
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The Role of Independent Assessments
for Mission Readiness
Independent teams—once viewed as costly and time-consuming—play a vital role
in helping to ensure mission success.
Tom Freitag and Bernardo Higuera

I

n the 1980s, Air Force regulations prescribed independent reviews for all boosters and many satellite missions.
Independent review teams composed of Aerospace, government, and contractor personnel would review each mission, present a risk assessment, and then disband. The teams
were large and required a significant amount of contractor
support. They had no permanent members, and the results
of their reviews were often shared late in the launch flow
process. If significant issues arose, options were limited and
expensive.
In the mid-1990s, the Air Force Space and Missile Systems Center (SMC) largely eliminated these independent
reviews as part of the cost reductions sought through acquisition reform. In contrast, the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) continued its independent reviews, and in 1997
established a Mission Assurance Team composed of Aerospace, government, and contractor personnel. An early assignment for this team was to evaluate the advanced avionics
and new solid rocket motor upgrade of the Titan IVB-24.
At the same time, launch schedule slips to some Titan IVA
missions—which had been reviewed by independent teams
that had since disbanded—necessitated a supplemental
review of those vehicles. The newly evolving Mission Assurance Team stepped in to review them, addressing component
aging, storage, and site processing.
In late 1999, after the Department of Defense suffered
several launch failures involving Titan IV vehicles, SMC and
NRO formed an agreement establishing the Mission Assurance Team as the independent reviewer of all remaining
Titan IVB missions, including those using the Centaur and
the Inertial Upper Stages. The team’s knowledge of the Titan
IVB had developed to the point where it was seen as the expert on that launch vehicle.
The agreement between SMC and NRO was later extended to include the Atlas II and III medium launch vehicles. Meanwhile, SMC was developing its own process for
independent review of heritage launch vehicles such as the

Delta II and newer vehicles such as the Delta IV and Atlas
V. These newer vehicles in particular needed multiple independent review teams because they were being developed by
different contractors and designed with multiple configurations. In 2001, SMC formally resurrected its independent
reviews, establishing a permanent Independent Readiness
Review Team with more direct reporting lines to SMC leadership and an annual budget.
Subsequently, a decision was made to have the SMC
review team focus on Atlas and Delta missions for the Air
Force, while the Mission Assurance Team would focus on
Atlas and Delta missions for the NRO. Both teams would
share information on a regular basis.
In establishing these formal review teams, the NRO and
SMC recognized the need for a dedicated core group of
people who would maintain continuity throughout launch
campaigns. This continuity would allow the teams to delve
into specific problems requiring a high degree of investigation, analysis, and data review. Permanent membership
would also reduce the number of orientation briefings that
had been necessary each time a new team was formed. The
government started budget planning to ensure the teams
would be funded for several years, and this, in turn, stimulated long-term commitments from launch vehicle experts.
It also fostered better coordination and integration with the
launch vehicle contractors, which led to early and timely
resolution of issues and the reduction of costly schedule slips.

The Mission Assurance Team

Today, the Mission Assurance Team is an integral part of
the mission certification process for the NRO. Its overall
objective is to complement the more extensive launch verification performed by Aerospace. The focus is on deviations
to the launch vehicle baseline, including documented nonconformances, out-of-family items, work performed out of
position, and changes implemented by the launch vehicle
contractor without supporting qualification or adequate

Risk Matrix

Negligible – No mission capability degradation.
Moderate – Mission capability degradation.
Critical – Loss of mission or safety hazard.

Probability Impact Definitions
Baseline – Probability of undesired outcome enveloped by baseline
program qualification and is no higher than other missions.

Mission Impact

Mission Impact Definitions

Critical
Moderate
Negligible
Low Medium High

Probability of Occurrence

Low – Probability of undesired outcome exceeds baseline, but is bound by
supporting analysis/test. Undesired outcomes are highly unlikely (≥1 in 1000) under predicted flight environs or conditions.
Low-Medium – Probability of undesired outcome exceeds low, and some data needed to reliably predict success is provided.
Undesired outcomes are unlikely (between 1 in 100 and 1 in 1000) under predicted flight environs or conditions.
Medium – Out-of-family condition exists and is trending to be out of specification before deployment. Condition is outside
of the test/flight experience. Data to support a success prediction is absent, or existing data may be negated by other data
suggestive of possible failure. Undesired outcome unlikely (~1 in 100) under predicted flight conditions.
High – Significant out-of-family condition rapidly trending to out of specification condition or outside of test/flight experience.
Low confidence in supporting analysis/test and/or assumptions. Available data foreshadows system performance failure.
Occurrence likely (≥1 in 10) under predicted flight environments or conditions.
The Independent Readiness Review Team uses this chart to assess risk, probability, and potential impact to a mission as issues are raised during reviews.

v erification. These include in-line design,
vendor, and production optimization
changes known as Class II changes. The
team also identifies and evaluates hardware
and mission design first-time flight items
and pursues the intersection of companion
hardware failures (similar hardware not
assigned to the specific vehicle being reviewed) to ensure there are no latent defects
present. Postflight data review (“test like
you fly” screening) and acceptance testing
evaluation is also an integral part of the
assessments.
Aerospace provides technical leadership
to the group, and the NRO provides funding and management. The Mission Assurance Team performs an in-line independent
technical risk assessment of launch vehicle
issues, configuration, hardware disposition,
and all other areas of launch vehicle build
and process that can potentially increase
mission risk. This risk assessment is made
on a purely technical basis, according to
published guidelines, and is independent
of programmatic constraints such as cost
and schedule. It is a comparative analysis
based on a defined and accepted launch
vehicle baseline and its associated baseline
reliability.
The Mission Assurance Team covers
three main areas: structural and mechanical engineering, propulsion, and avionics
and mission design. Although the focus is
primarily on hardware, overlap into mission
design, analysis, and integration helps the
team evaluate the suitability of each system
for a particular mission. Each main review

area has 10–12 members with two leads.
Half of the members serve full time, and
half provide part-time support, including
members of Aerospace, contractors, and
expert consultants.
In the past, the NRO’s Mission Assurance Team supported SMC in its independent risk assessment for select Titan,
Atlas II, and Delta II launch vehicles. In
fact, with the exception of the NASA
Cassini mission, the team has assessed all
Titan IVB vehicles for SMC and NRO,
including some SMC unique Inertial Upper
Stage missions. The team assessed the Atlas II MLV 7 and MLV 9–15 missions, the
Delta GPS IIR-2, Geolite, and NROL-21
missions, and the Orbital Sciences Taurus/
Stex mission. The technical risk assessments
have evolved along with space launch vehicles. The team has moved from assessing
mature Titan, Atlas II/III, and Delta II
programs to looking at the new Atlas V
and Delta IV rockets. Work for these new
boosters, which lack an extensive historical baseline, relies on lessons learned from
test failures and near misses as well as the
overall incorporation of best practices
shared by team members.
The Mission Assurance Team tracks challenging launch fleet issues and investigates
associated risks that have been identified by
Aerospace, the Launch Directorate, SMC’s
Independent Readiness Review Team, and
contractors. For example, the teams are
working together to analyze the constantly
evolving defect criteria for delaminations in
a graphite epoxy motor and the implemen-

tation of manufacturer’s corrective actions in
the production of launch vehicle batteries.
The Mission Assurance Team participates in
the Aerospace President’s Review, the SMC
Flight Readiness Review, and the NRO’s
Mission Certification Review, as well as
quarterly program reviews to senior NRO
management.
Team members work daily alongside
contractors, and this interaction has created a strong understanding of the need for
timely risk assessments, early involvement,
and ample time to review and manage risk
issues. The team’s mission assurance procedures are continuously reviewed, compared
with those of other independent teams, examined with respect to government studies,
and redesigned as necessary.

Examples of Findings
The Mission Assurance Team supported
the development and use of a structural dynamics high-frequency data-reduction and
harmonics analysis tool used to screen outof-family harmonics behavior in an upper
stage engine system. The harmonics were
the suspected source of some RL-10 engine
failures. This analysis tool has undergone
significant improvements and has since
identified engines that have unusually high
harmonic content in the Atlas II AC-109
and Delta IV NROL-26. The team’s findings on the harmonics were presented to the
appropriate contractors, who subsequently
removed the engines.
Another review identified high porosity
in a composite structure. This high-porosity
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area had escaped the original inspection,
and the Mission Assurance Team presented
its findings and recommended repairs. The
team also identified an improperly qualified acceptable defect size for composite
structures, and recommended additional
testing to validate the allowable defect sizes.
The contractor performed additional testing
and concluded that the drawings should be
modified in the majority of the structures
to reflect a new, smaller allowable defect,
which was one-quarter the size of the original defect.
A review of hardware photos during vehicle assembly identified potential scuffing
or chafing of a wire harness on a payload
adapter. Because this phenomenon was implicated in a prior booster failure, the Mission Assurance Team promptly brought the
findings to the contractor’s attention. The
contractor added standoffs and additional
wire-harness protection, and implemented
new criteria to ensure proper standoff between wire harnesses and structures.
A standard review of a solid rocket motor included an allocation for the twisting of
a composite motor case resulting from the
internal motor pressure, which is defined as
case twist. Mission Assurance Team engineers identified the proposed case stack as
an out-of-family worst-case twist, which
exceeded the twist on all previously flown
missions. The case twist had the potential
for generating additional internal loads that
were not accounted for in the stress analysis
and load calculations for the vehicle. The
contractor accepted the team’s recommendation and rearranged the solid rocket motor stack to minimize case twist.

The Independent Readiness
Review Team

The Independent Readiness Review Team
performs risk assessments of space launches
and reports findings in prelaunch reviews to
the SMC commander. Aerospace provides
technical leadership for the group, supplying 10 full-time employees on the team;
these are augmented as necessary with additional Aerospace engineers and industry
contractors. The Independent Readiness
Review Team is a matrix-style organization
with system and panel leaders. Each system
leader is responsible for the review of a
specific system. Each panel leader supports
multiple system leaders in specific disciplines such as propulsion, avionics, software,
and mechanical and structural engineering.
Primary objectives include identifying
technical risks, making recommendations
for mitigation, and providing independent
assessments of launch readiness. The team
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participates in space program development,
including technical interchange meetings,
integrated product team meetings, hardware acceptance, and pedigree and design
reviews; it also examines selected parts,
components, subsystems, and compliance
documentation. The reviews usually start
on a satellite two years before a launch and
on boosters one year before launch. The
team has performed independent reviews of
the Atlas V and Delta IV boosters as well
as heritage boosters such as the Titan II,
Delta II, Pegasus, and Minotaur. The team
also reviews payloads for the Defense Support Program, Global Positioning System,
Space-Based Infrared System, Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program, Military
Strategic and Tactical Relay System, Advanced Extremely High Frequency system,
Wideband Global Satcom System, and selected Space Development and Test Wing
flights.
These independent reviews support the
SMC flightworthiness certification process
and are based on published guidelines such
as SMCI 63-1201, Assurance of Operational
Safety, Suitability & Effectiveness (OSS&E)
for Space and Missile Systems; SMCI 631202, Space Flight Worthiness; SMCI 631203, Independent Readiness Reviews; and
SMCI 63-1204, Readiness Review Process.
The Independent Readiness Review Team
also evaluates each mission-specific space
program office and the contractor processes,
and, as necessary, offers opinions and recommendations for improvement. Team
members participate in problem resolution
and failure investigation activities, such as
nozzle delamination investigations, solid
rocket motor redesign, and satellite mechanism failure resolution activities. The team
formally presents its results at periodic
program reviews with SMC leadership, at
the Aerospace President’s Review, and at
the SMC Commander’s Flight Readiness
Review.

Examples of Findings
The Independent Readiness Review Team’s
software group identified severe shortcomings in flight software development and
execution for an SMC program. The team
created a risk-reduction road map that the
system program office adopted and has
been using ever since to track risk reduction.
The team also uncovered grossly inadequate
unit-level tests for flight software and recommended remedies that have since been
implemented by the program office and
contractor.
In another investigation, the team diagnosed the root cause of a failure in a phase-

locked loop circuit in a microwave imager
sounder and recommended corrective action
that was implemented by the program office
and contractor. By examining schematics, a
review engineer identified the location of an
open circuit that was causing intermittent
operation of the phase-locked oscillator.
The engineer visited the contractor’s facility
and examined the hardware firsthand. The
engineer was able to reproduce the anomalous behavior by pressing on the transistor
lead identified during the schematic review.
While diagnosing this problem, the review
team also discovered severe workmanship
problems. These were corrected, and the
payload launched. It continues to perform
as intended.
The review team’s structural and mechanical engineering panel provided recommendations to reduce the risk of latch
failure in a telescope’s protective contamination cover, which represented a single point
of failure. The program office and contractor
accepted the design and test recommendations to reduce the risk of mission loss.
During booster component reviews, the
team identified two motors with suspect
nozzles. The first had a nozzle that was
dropped off a pallet and later installed.
The review team found that the analysis to
justify the use of the dropped nozzle was
inadequate because it did not consider dynamic loads. The motor manufacturer and
the program office agreed that additional
work was required to clear the nozzle for
flight. The second motor had two separate
sources of polyacrylonitrile tape used to
manufacture the carbon-phenolic exit-cone
liner. Tape from one source was used on
half of the liner, and tape from another
source was used for the remainder. The two
tapes had mechanical properties that differed by as much as a factor of 2. The motor
manufacturer had not done any analysis
to determine the effects of using an exitcone liner with mechanical properties that
changed dramatically midway through. The
only prudent course was to replace the motor and set it aside until an adequate structural analysis of the exit-cone liner could be
performed.
Another issue involved the lack of traceability to a qualified baseline for a solid
rocket motor. The team reviewed 11 ship
sets, including several that had flown, to
create a baseline and evaluate flight risk.
Results showed that each change, while not
necessarily qualified by SMC standards, was
reasonably supported by flight test analysis
or experience from other programs. The
launch proceeded with an elevated risk rating and was successful. The Independent

A Ten-Step Approach to Independent Review
Aerospace has established historical best practices for independent
review teams, leading to the current operations policies and procedures
of the Mission Assurance Team and the Independent Readiness Review
Team. This approach is based on determination and evaluation of the
main items believed to pose the greatest risk to space launch missions. A
short, but powerful summary of these practices is below:

1. Test-Like-You-Fly Exceptions
One of the most important lessons in the space launch business is that
hardware and software must be tested in the same manner that they
will be flown. Exceptions to the test-like-you-fly approach have resulted
in mission failures and represent an increased program risk that must be
addressed.

2. Critical Qualification Margins
Hardware that has minimal safety margins poses an increased risk to
failure because of variations in mechanical properties, performance, or
other critical measures. It is important to check the qualification margins
of critical items.

3. First-Flight Items
First-flight items receive increased scrutiny simply because they have not
been demonstrated to work under actual flight conditions. The review
team requests a list of first-flight items at each review along with a clear
description of the qualification performed on them.

4. Single-Point Failures
Redundancy in a system significantly reduces the probability of failure.
The manufacturing documentation of single-point failures must be carefully scrutinized to ensure an adequate level of quality.

5. Nonconformance
Hardware or software that does not meet specifications will be reworked
or reevaluated for use “as is.” Panel members review the actions taken
to correct these nonconformances and assess them for adequacy. In
some cases, independent review has shown that the contractor’s justification for use “as is” was inadequate, resulting in the replacement of
questionable hardware.

Readiness Review Team has since recommended that the contractor show proper
traceability to the qualification baseline,
or perform additional qualification tests as
needed.

Conclusion

In 2006, Boeing and Lockheed Martin established United Launch Alliance (ULA),
a joint venture to produce the Atlas V,
Delta II, and Delta IV launch vehicles. This
has allowed the Mission Assurance Team
and the Independent Readiness Review
Team to blend their Atlas and Delta review
functions, which had to be isolated when
the two contractors were competitors. These
unified teams have even stronger processes

6. Anomalies
Anomalies represent situations where hardware or software did not perform as expected. Careful review and analysis is required to determine
root cause and verify that the anomaly will not recur in flight or will not
have a significant impact on the mission.

7. Escapes
Escapes represent events in which the contractor missed something,
such as releasing hardware that did not receive all of the required testing. The review team strives to identify escapes as part of the pedigree
review and hardware acceptance review. The Mission Assurance Team
requests a list of contractor escapements as part of the review “inbrief.”
Once identified, escapes are carefully reviewed to assess the likely
impact on mission performance, and recommendations are made for
corrective action. This may include test or analysis or simply use as is.

8. Unverified Failures
Unverified failures are those in which the root cause is not identified.
Without a root cause, it is hard to know what to fix, nor can there be
assurance that the failure will not occur in flight. In these cases, fishbone
diagrams are created, which detail cause and effect relationships, and
potential root causes and remedies.

9. Out-of-Position/Sequence Work
Occasionally, contractors will deviate from their paperwork and perform
work out of sequence, or in a configuration different from the one that
was used to build up the original assembly. This may result in assembly
errors that need to be addressed or test results that need to be revalidated. The review team reviews these cases to evaluate their impact on
the mission and to offer recommendations.

10. Out-of-Family Results
Out-of-family results are carefully reviewed because they often indicate
that something has changed in the production process that may cause
a reduction in performance. The use of statistical process control is an
effective means to identify out-of-family results.

for communicating lessons learned across
programs, and the ability of team members to discuss and transfer experiences
has proved highly effective. However, the
merger presents a new challenge: Much
of the engineering and manufacturing for
the Delta and Atlas will be moving from
Huntington Beach, California, to ULA
headquarters in Denver, Colorado, for engineering, and to Decatur, Alabama, where
the launch vehicles are currently built and
assembled. The logistics of these new arrangements make the need for independent
review all the more critical.
The Independent Readiness Review
Team and Mission Assurance Team have
become accepted members of the mission

assurance process. Although some of the
specific processes differ, the objectives and
products of each team are highly valued by
their sponsors. As the failures of the 1990s
recede further into the past and budgets
receive greater scrutiny, there is a danger
that mission success may lose its emphasis.
The results would be disastrous. Since 2001,
the NRO and SMC have experienced an
unprecedented string of successful launches,
and this trend has been sustained through
an unyielding commitment to mission success. The continued focus on operational
safety, suitability, and effectiveness—
including the use of independent teams to
minimize risk—must not be marginalized
or eliminated.
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A Mission Assurance Toolbox
Aerospace has developed a suite of specialized tools that facilitate technical analysis
and program assessment in support of mission success.
Jim Roberts, Bruce Simpson, and Sergio Guarro

A

s anyone who has undertaken a home remodeling
project knows, the proper tools can make the difference between finishing in a timely manner, with
a product that will be a source of pride, or having to make
repeated trips to the store for additional tools and materials.
Aerospace is entrusted to provide objective assessments of
national security space programs and recommendations for
addressing potential problems. Through the years, Aerospace
has developed tools to support this effort. Some have proved
useful for specific problems, while others could be adapted
to a wide range of issues and have survived the test of time
and repeated use. The more functional tools have been continually improved and adapted to serve more people and a
greater variety of tasks.
To support the broader goal of mission assurance, these
tools must be flexible, easy to use, adaptable to a diverse set
of customer requirements, and capable of being tailored to
the needs of a specific program. They must also have the
capacity to store, organize, and present data in a format that
easily facilitates comprehensive and reliable analysis and
evaluation.
The following is by no means a comprehensive list of tools
available to Aerospace personnel, but represents some of the
more frequently used tools.

Launch Verification Matrix

The Aerospace launch verification process independently
determines launch system flight readiness. It is a capability
unique to Aerospace that has been employed for more than
40 years. This process extends from concept and requirements definition through flight operations; it entails the detailed scrutiny of hundreds, if not thousands, of components,
procedures, and test reports; it draws upon independently
derived system and subsystem models to objectively validate
contractor data; it provides timely review through firsthand
involvement in all aspects of the launch campaign; and
it concludes with a thorough postflight assessment using

independent analytical tools and independently acquired
telemetry data to generate useful feedback and monitor performance trends.
The activities encompassed by this process are defined by
approximately 2000 specific tasks. Aerospace codified this
task list in 2001, identifying completion criteria, categorizing
the rigor with which a task would be executed (from basic
monitoring through full independent analysis), and establishing execution priority (based on mission criticality).
These tasks were initially presented in a spreadsheet, referred to as the Launch Verification Matrix. As the value of
this matrix was recognized and the number of missions grew,
more engineers needed access to record their launch verification information. So, the matrix moved to a database, which
was subsequently made available to approved users via a Web
server maintained by the SMC Launch and Range Systems
Wing.
The database contains the verification tasks, their completion criteria, the rigor with which the task is executed,
the completion date, the responsible engineer’s evidence of
completion, and other tracking information. Responsibility
for each task is assigned to two people, an Air Force engineer
and an Aerospace or SETA engineer, who work together
throughout the mission to complete the task, recording status information, issues, and completion rationale.
A mission’s launch verification tasks are selected from the
general task list based on the launch vehicle configuration,
mission requirements, and first-flight items. The task set is
reviewed by the responsible engineers, their management,
and the vehicle chief systems engineer for appropriateness to the mission. Upon concurrence by the Launch and
Range Systems Wing program manager and chief engineer,
the cognizant Aerospace principal director, and (for NRO
missions) the Office of Space Launch mission manager,
the matrix is presented to the Launch and Range Systems
Wing Configuration Control Board for approval. Frequently,
changes during the launch campaign dictate changes to the

launch verification plan. When changes
that could affect the program occur (such
as changes to the Aerospace staff budget, launch schedule, or launch verification tasks), they are made to the Launch
Verification Matrix with approval by the
Configuration Control Board. This missionspecific database is maintained throughout
the postflight review and final mission
report.
The user interface for the Launch Verification Matrix provides several features
in addition to displaying task status to the
responsible engineers. Among these are user
reports, facilities to track launch readiness
issues to be resolved before flight, hardware
pedigree, parts/serial number database, and
several management reports and metrics as
well as the necessary infrastructure facilities
to set up and manage the mission databases.
Management reports of note include task
completion status, delinquencies, upcoming
task deadlines, and graphical representation of key management information. Most
reports can be exported to a spreadsheet for
further manipulation. Additionally, data
bases from different missions are linked
together for easy viewing of history on a
particular launch verification task.
The spectrum of launch verification
activities is accomplished by a cadre of engineers with expertise in a wide variety of
disciplines, including systems engineering,
mission integration, structures and mechanics, structural dynamics, guidance and control, power and electrical systems, avionics,
telemetry, safety, flight mechanics, environmental testing, computers, software, product
assurance, propulsion, fluid mechanics,
aerodynamics, thermal engineering, ground
systems, and facilities and operations.
These engineers document in the Launch
Verification Matrix their efforts and issues
through all phases of launch vehicle development and operations. This information
provides the basis for the launch readiness
verification letter that Aerospace delivers to
the Air Force before launch.
The Launch Verification Matrix has
become the cornerstone of launch vehicle
mission assurance. It establishes the launch
readiness verification plan for a mission; it
provides a repository for the launch readiness verification information during the
launch campaign; and it captures historical
documentation for future anomaly resolution. It identifies that set of mission assurance activities that cannot be compromised
and that must not be traded against cost,
schedule, and performance. It has been a
key tool for Air Force and Aerospace launch
verification management on multiple EELV
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The functional flow diagram outlines the primary elements of the Aerospace independent launch-readiness verification process, as embodied in the Launch Verification Matrix. This comprehensive process extends from concept and
requirements definition through flight operations and includes a postflight assessment.

missions. It is currently in use to manage
upcoming Delta IV and Atlas V missions
and to support legacy Delta II missions.

The Mission Assurance Guide

The Mission Assurance Guide was developed
to provide basic mission assurance documentation and guidance and to reinforce
the corporate system engineering and mission assurance functions and accountabilities, aligning them with the SMC/NRO
systems engineering revitalization efforts.
The guide defines a baseline of six core mission assurance processes and seven support
disciplines in terms of executable functions.
It identifies the major objectives, tasks, and
techniques associated with these processes
and disciplines, referring to Aerospace
systems engineering and test engineering
handbooks as well as to current standards
for technical task guidance. Core processes
are: requirement analysis and validation;
design assurance; manufacturing assurance;
integration, test and evaluation; operations
readiness assurance; and mission assurance
reviews and audits. The support disciplines
are: risk management; reliability engineering; configuration management; parts, materials, and processes management; quality
assurance; systems safety assurance; and
software assurance.
The guide is structured to allow the user
to develop a plan for applying these processes and disciplines in a flow of executable
tasks applied against specific work breakdown structure (WBS) elements. The Mission Assurance Guide is designed to be used
in conjunction with the Mission Assurance
Verification Matrix, which provides users

with additional task details and implements
that support the task tailoring, execution,
and assessment needs of specific programs.
(For more about the guide, see the companion article in this issue.)

Mission Assurance
Verification Matrix

The Mission Assurance Verification Matrix
(MAVM) is a database and software tool
that defines, documents, and supports the
implementation of the guidance contained
in the Mission Assurance Guide. It provides
a full definition of the mission assurance
core process and support-discipline task
structures and execution flows, organized
by program acquisition phase, hierarchical relationship, and WBS element. It also
defines and documents each individual mission assurance task, providing specific information that supports associated planning
and execution activities—including the
assessment of risk associated with planned
and actual levels of task criticality and depth
of execution.
The MAVM, like an early version of the
Launch Verification Matrix (upon which it
was modeled), is based on a Microsoft Access database platform. It uses the relational
database features of Access to record and
document more than 2000 mission assurance tasks according to acquisition-phase
sequence of execution, core-process and
support-discipline structural hierarchy, and
association with specific WBS elements.
Its task documentation, editing, and assessment features enable the execution of the
entire cycle of mission assurance planning
and execution that is defined and prescribed
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The Mission Assurance Verification Matrix defines and documents the tasks set
forth in the Mission Assurance Guide, providing specific information that supports

by the Mission Assurance Guide. More
specifically, it facilitates the execution of the
following key implementation steps by users supporting mission assurance functions
in a specific space program:
Mission assurance plan definition and
tailoring. This implementation step is supported by the MAVM capability to edit
(add, delete, copy, and move) mission assurance tasks within the process and discipline
structures defined in the guide. In this
fashion, task groups can be tailored to meet
specific program needs and constraints and
can be associated with specific elements of
the program WBS. At completion, this tailoring activity results in the definition of a
program-specific mission assurance plan.
Mission assurance plan risk assessment. This step produces an evaluation of
the overall adequacy of the mission assurance plan in the form of a “plan risk assessment.” To carry out the assessment, the
user rates each task associated with a WBS
element in terms of its “criticality” (i.e.,
importance, relative to other tasks) and intended depth of execution (i.e., the amount
of time and personnel assigned to it), which
in turn generates a “potential risk exposure”
rating for the task. A risk roll-up algorithm
that proceeds upwards in the hierarchical
12 • Crosslink Fall 2007

associated planning and execution activities—including the assessment of risk associated with planned and actual levels of task criticality and depth of execution.

task and WBS structures also produces risk
ratings for groups of tasks and entire WBS
areas. The potential risk exposure rating permits a rapid engineering evaluation of the
adequacy of resources assigned to validation
and verification in all significant program
areas. It also enables, in relative terms, a
judgment of the overall balance of the mission assurance plan. If inadequacies are
identified in either sense, the plan-tailoring
step can be revisited to achieve a better risk
exposure balance.
Detailed mission assurance task definition, documentation, and tracking. Each
task record in the MAVM contains fields
for storing detailed information concerning
the task. This includes, but is not limited
to, definitions, active links to reference and
guidance documents, identification of related tasks and checklists, task closure/completion criteria, criticality and risk ratings,
accountable personnel, and planned and
actual schedule. The sum of this information
permits the full definition and tracking of
the activities associated with the execution
of each individual task.
Mission assurance task execution
assessment. The MAVM records task
completion information and the degree
to which task closure criteria have been

s atisfied. Together with the information
on task criticality, which can be further
updated to reflect the most recent program
developments, this is used to produce an
assessment of the residual risk after task
execution. As with the earlier potential risk
rating, the residual risk rating for each task
can be rolled-up to produce residual risk
ratings for groups of program WBS elements and entire program areas and can be
used to support decisions concerning program and mission readiness and launch certification, including the question of whether
additional assurance activities are warranted
in any particular area.
A new implementation of the Mission Assurance Verification Matrix, called
“iMAT,” is being developed. It will employ
a Web-based tool and a more robust Oracle
database. Early versions of this tool are
being piloted in an Aerospace program
office, with plans to introduce the tool to
two or more additional program offices in
2008. The iMAT software currently in use
is in alpha-stage testing, with beta testing
scheduled to begin in early 2008. The goal
is to produce a flexible and efficient tool—
deployable and controllable at the corporate
level—that Aerospace personnel can use
to effectively implement the principles

and tenets of the Mission Assurance Guide,
providing program managers with information and assessments that assist their decisions concerning any level of mission assurance in any phase of the acquisition process.

The Mission Assurance Portal

The Mission Assurance Framework, Guide,
and Verification Matrix all reside on an
internal Web site known as the Mission
Assurance Portal. The site provides ready
access to a diverse set of information and
data to support mission assurance efforts.
The tools enable Aerospace engineers and
scientists to answer questions pertaining to
specific missions.
For example, the site contains the latest
approved versions of NRO and Air Force
acquisition policies and supporting documentation. The site also provides access to
the approved lists of specifications and standards for SMC, NRO, and MDA as well as
a list of specs and standards compiled by the
Aerospace Specs and Standards Community of Practice. A “lessons learned” section
provides access to numerous Aerospace reviews covering a wide range of topics. Similarly, the “best practices” area lists Aerospace
technical reports, memoranda, and briefings on topics ranging from acquisition
strategies to hardware and software testing.
There is also documentation on addressing
items in the Data Item Descriptions—the
government-issued documents that define
the data required of a contractor. A resource
directory contains a list of functional area
experts and a list of corporate databases.
In addition, the site contains a document
search engine, a catalog of Aerospace
reports, and a repository of 45 technical
handbooks primarily produced by Aerospace, the DOD, and NASA.
One of the goals of the Mission Assurance Portal is to facilitate the distribution of
corporate mission assurance information to
the relevant Aerospace user community. A
great example of this is launch history data.
There are numerous users of launch history
data throughout the company with varying
objectives and needs. Although Aerospace
maintains a validated launch history data
set in the Space Systems Engineering Data
base, many users maintain their own independent data sets or use public sources.
The portal developers interviewed various stakeholders and determined the features and requirements that would assist
them in completing their analysis on launch
history. These interviews revealed a strong
need for a tool that would provide graphical
charting and trending capabilities for highlevel analysis. Also, users wanted to run

ad hoc queries and searches, without predefined views, and to download the results
to a spreadsheet for further manipulation.
Based on this feedback, the portal developers created a new tool that will be tied in to
the corporate Space Systems Engineering
Database and coordinated with the Space
Launch Office. It allows users to quickly
specify parameters of interest, generate a
variety of charts and graphs, and download
the results.

The Aerospace Problem
Notification Processes

In the early 1970s, Aerospace developed
an internal problem notification process
because information pertaining to nonconformance in parts, materials, and processes
was not being effectively disseminated to all
the programs that might potentially be affected. In addition, Aerospace realized that
the Government-Industry Data Exchange
Program (GIDEP) for problem notification
needed supplementing, primarily because
it suffered from long delays and could miss
problems with suppliers that were not
GIDEP members.
The Aerospace process relies on three
types of documents to disseminate information pertaining to nonconformance of parts,
materials, and processes: problem advisories,
product/process alerts, and experiencesharing bulletins. Problem advisories provide early notification of nonconformance
and contain preliminary information such
as a description of the nonconformance, the
supplier identity, part number, and lot date
code or other unique identifier to allow programs to assess the impact on their hardware. Product and process alerts formally
document an issue and contain additional
information not found in problem advisories, such as the root cause of the nonconformance, recommendations to correct it,
and recommendations to prevent its recurrence. Experience-sharing bulletins are used
to document and share lessons learned from
the resolution of nonconformance issues.
To modernize the process and to support
the SMC/NRO alert systems, Aerospace
created an internal Web site that allows any
employee to create an alert bulletin. The
document is automatically routed through
the approval cycle. Once it is approved, a
link is sent to all programs via e-mail. The
site offers search capabilities for unique
identifying information, summarization
of alert bulletins for a time period, and
discussion threads for interaction between
the originator, the Parts, Materials, and
Processes Department, and the affected

programs. A copy of the bulletin is stored in
the corporation’s electronic archives.

Other Tools

In addition to the tools presented here,
Aerospace has created numerous others
for a variety of programs. For example, the
Spacelift Telemetry Acquisition and Reporting System (STARS) is used to record
real-time launch-vehicle telemetry for
postlaunch analysis; it’s been instrumental
in achieving the current high rate of successful defense program launches. The
Continuous Aerospace Risk Management
and Assessment (CARMA) tool enables
consistent implementation of risk management and assessment processes across a
broad spectrum of programs; it is made up
of a database and associated analytical modules that can be applied at the program level
or within the context of specific mission
assurance activities. There’s also the Environmental Test Thoroughness Assessment
tool, the Reliability Network Analysis tool,
and the Satellite Orbital Analysis Program
(SOAP). These and other tools are accessible via the corporation’s internal Web site,
and most will ultimately be available via the
Mission Assurance Portal.

Conclusion

The ultimate goal is to enable all employees
to search for the data and information they
need to support their customers. The Mission Assurance Portal, in the future, will
provide links to these and other tools identified by the corporation as beneficial to the
goal of mission assurance. In addition, the
portal will provide links to corporate subject
matter experts—people recognized by the
corporation and their peers for their professional expertise in their field. Aerospace is
committed to reducing the time and effort
spent searching for information so that staff
members can devote more of their efforts to
analysis and problem resolution.
As it is at most corporations, the workforce at Aerospace is subject to regular and
continual change. Employees retire or leave,
and new employees replace them. Some
come with experience, others arrive fresh
out of school, eager to learn and make an
impact. The goal of the corporate toolset
is to provide all these scientists and engineers with a standardized methodology for
analyzing programs, answering technical
questions, suggesting improvements, and
resolving difficult problems.
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The Mission Assurance Guide:
System Validation and Verification to
Achieve Mission Success
Aerospace has codified a set of core processes and supporting disciplines to ensure
successful development, deployment, and operation of space systems ranging in
type and complexity.
Sergio Guarro

I

n the context of a major engineering endeavor such as
the acquisition of a space system, mission assurance is
that part of the systems engineering and integration
activities which, by means of a combination of design validation and product verification, provides both the designer and
the user with a high degree of confidence in the successful
execution of the required system functions.
Consistent with this perspective, mission assurance is at
the core of the Aerospace charter and represents one of the
primary technical functions that the corporation performs
for its national security space customers. Accordingly, Aerospace has prioritized a series of development initiatives to
better document and facilitate the application of mission
assurance processes. One of these initiatives led to the recent
publication of the Mission Assurance Guide.

Principles and Organization

The Mission Assurance Guide addresses mission assurance
from a systems engineering perspective. It introduces the
fundamental principles and objectives, then further defines
them in practical terms as a hierarchically organized set of
standard processes and methodologies. These processes cover
the complete life cycle of space, launch, and ground system
programs, from concept to disposal, and are systematically
interweaved in their application to achieve a repeatable and
successful mission outcome.
Mission assurance objectives complement key acquisition tasks. For example, in the early conceptual phases of a
program, the primary objective is to ensure that the architecture and system requirements are aligned with user needs
and expectations. A parallel and equally important goal is
to lay the contractual groundwork for staffing, generation of
design-relevant data, and open communications necessary
for successful program execution. As the program moves
from design through fabrication to checkout and operation,
the mission assurance focus moves accordingly to ensure that
the integrity of the system design is maintained throughout.

An essential complement of the guide is the database
of mission assurance tasks that it references. These tasks—
grouped according to execution timelines, hierarchy, and
functional organization—are selected and tracked using a
software tool associated with the database. This combination of database and software is known as the Mission Assurance Verification Matrix, and it constitutes the actual
implementational instrument of the Mission Assurance Guide.
In addition to facilitating task management and tailoring,
this matrix enables a number of other user functions—most
notably, the various types of assessments defined in the guide
to gauge the quality of planning and execution of mission
assurance activities by individual programs.

Processes and Disciplines

The guide defines mission assurance in terms of a reference
set of core mission assurance processes, supporting mission
assurance disciplines, and associated tasks. This definition
draws from a foundation of systems engineering principles
and from Aerospace experience in applying engineering best
practices to the procurement and launch-readiness certification of space systems. This experience has established that a
judiciously combined application of the mission assurance
processes and disciplines maximizes the likelihood that a
system will not only meet its basic, specified performance
requirements, but also user expectations regarding safety, operability, suitability, and supportability.

Core Mission Assurance Processes

Core mission assurance processes identify and organize—in
a standard systems engineering execution flow that naturally
lends itself to actual programmatic implementation—tasks
that focus on the validation and verification of system acquisition activities. Because these activities are sequentially
linked in “waterfall” fashion, the bulk of the tasks associated
with each core process are typically concentrated in one or
two specific acquisition phases, although the entire process

may span several phases of the acquisition
life cycle.
The core processes can actually be executed through a combination of tasks and
technical approaches that can vary in nature
and depth. A degree of flexibility is in fact
necessary to accommodate the scope and
constraints of each specific space program
implementation. Such flexibility is achieved
through a tailoring process, which is an
essential element in defining the program
mission assurance plan. In the course of this
process tailoring, the core processes also
draw upon the mission assurance supporting disciplines, borrowing specific subsets of
tasks as necessary to construct an efficient
and effective mission assurance program.
The six core mission assurance processes
defined by the guide are: requirements
analysis and validation; design assurance;
manufacturing assurance; integration, testing, and evaluation; operational readiness
assurance; and mission assurance reviews
and audits. The tasks contained within
each of these processes are designed to
cover, from a validation and verification
standpoint, the typical systems engineering
activities employed during the life cycle of
a typical space system, from inception to
operation.

Supporting Mission
Assurance Disciplines

Supporting mission assurance disciplines
provide the more technically oriented under
pinning of mission assurance application
and include engineering methodologies and
techniques that specifically address system
design validation and product verification.
The support disciplines provide execution instructions that are broadly accepted
in the technical community, including recommended or mandated tools, techniques,
models, and standards. Each individual
discipline involves a comprehensive and
coordinated flow of execution tasks that
typically span the entire life cycle of a space
program. Any single program, however,
usually selects a reduced subset of the entire
body of tasks within a discipline. This selection is a key part of the program-specific
tailoring conducted at program onset,
which takes into account, on the one hand,
program risk priorities, and on the other,
practical budget and resource constraints.
The seven supporting mission assurance
disciplines addressed by the guide are: risk
assessment and management; reliability
engineering; configuration management;
parts, materials and processes engineering;
quality assurance; systems safety assurance;
and software assurance. Tasks and practices

that are part of these disciplines are selectively chosen
during tailoring to support
the execution of certain portions of core mission assurance processes. Tasks and
practices from traditional
engineering disciplines—e.g.,
structural mechanics, fluid
dynamics, etc.—also may
complement the core processes. The aggregation of discipline elements into the core
processes may be planned to
occur, from a task execution
point of view, in any of the
program life cycle phases, as
required by the overall program mission assurance plan.

The Mission
Assurance Plan

The core processes, supporting technical disciplines, and
associated tasks defined by
the guide provide the framework needed to formulate
a program-specific mission
assurance plan to validate and
The Aerospace Mission Assurance Guide, published in 2007.
verify the concept development, design, manufacturing, instructure” (WBS—essentially, the list of evtegration, test, deployment, and operations
erything needed to bring a system to its full
of a space system. This reference framework operational capability).
covers all the system development and utiStep 2: Mission Assurance
lization activities defined in the acquisition
Plan Risk Assessment
directives of both the Department of Defense (NSS-03-01) and the National ReThe extent and scope of the mission asconnaissance Office (“Directive 7”). It must surance plan is practically defined once a
be tailored to suit the needs of each specific
comprehensive set of executable tasks has
program, and this tailoring process requires
been selected for each of the core mission
a series of distinct steps.
assurance processes. The guide provides an
instrument to evaluate the overall adequacy
Step 1: Core Process Tailoring
of the plan in the form of a “plan risk asby Acquisition Phase
sessment.” This is based on the risk rating of
The full set of executable core mission aseach task associated with a WBS element,
surance process tasks must be tailored to
deduced from the task’s relative importance
reflect the objectives, risks, and constraints
and intended depth of execution (i.e., the
of each individual space program. The
amount of time and personnel assigned to
tailoring produces a phase-dependent
it), and on a risk roll-up algorithm that proorganization of tasks, which also reflects
ceeds upwards in the hierarchical task and
the acquisition phase that the program is
WBS structures, producing risk ratings for
entering (i.e., concept study, concept degroups of tasks and/or entire WBS areas.
velopment, preliminary design, complete
The significance of the risk rating is that it
design, fabrication and integration, fielding
permits a rapid engineering evaluation of
and checkout, and disposal). This tailoring
the adequacy of resources assigned to valiessentially involves the identification of
dation and verification in all significant procore process tasks to be executed and the
gram areas. It also enables, in relative terms,
selection of support discipline tasks to auga judgment of the overall balance of the
ment and complement them. Normally, the
associated mission assurance plan. If inadtailoring will also tie individual mission asequacies are identified in either sense, then
surance tasks, or groups of tasks, to existing
the process-tailoring step can be revisited to
elements of the program “work breakdown
achieve a better risk rating and balance.
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Core Mission Assurance Processes
The Mission Assurance Guide recognizes six core mission assurance
processes executed through a combination of tasks and technical approaches that can be adjusted in focus and intensity to reflect program
needs and constraints.
Requirements analysis and validation entails the rigorous review of formally specified user requirements and their consistency with
formally or informally stated user needs and expectations. It begins by independently tracing requirements to top-level documents such as the capabilities description and concepts of operations. The resulting allocated
system requirements are reviewed to ensure they are valid and can be
verified using the methods selected. Models and simulations of expected
system performance are generated to verify mission effectiveness, and
performance attributes are quantified and compared with baseline tests.
Models and simulations are validated by examining their development
requirements, design and architecture, assumptions and constraints, input
data, the operating characteristics of the targeted system, comparison
benchmarks, and the correlation to actual or predicted performance.
Cost and schedule may also be independently evaluated to ensure
that realistic targets are being used and that adequate reserves exist to
handle unforeseen problems. It is also important to verify that adequate
staff, schedule, and funds are allocated to mission assurance.
Design assurance is a set of planning, analysis, and inspection activities to assess whether the evolving designs can produce a system that
will perform as intended over all operating conditions and throughout its
design life. Design assurance has several main objectives. The first is to
verify traceability and compliance of proposed design elements to the
requirements baseline and user needs. Next, space, launch, and ground
segment designs are examined for accuracy and completeness. Design
audits search for common problems or potential ones introduced by
new technologies, and independent analyses validate the broad range
of relevant design parameters such as dynamic loads and clearances,
structural margins, thermal protection, link margins, power margins, and
control stability. Production feasibility must also be verified. The producibility review ensures that what is produced is a valid interpretation of the
design and manufacturing drawings and that the product can be reliably
reproduced and integrated with the system. Design assurance also verifies that the finished system can be tested and maintained.
Manufacturing assurance seeks to ensure that the planned manufacturing processes are repeatable and reliable and can produce the
system as designed. Manufacturing assessment actually begins in the
concept design phase, when the manufacturing plan and process map
should be generated to help understand and optimize the production
workflow. Similarly, early producibility assessments help ensure that
the most appropriate manufacturing techniques will be applied. Manufacturing processes must be qualified to instill confidence that design
changes can be accommodated without adverse effect. They must also
be monitored and controlled to ensure that the produced hardware
matches appropriate qualified units. Periodic analyses are conducted of
manufacturing methods, processes, techniques, equipment, and materials. Advances in manufacturing technology are reviewed to encourage
the use of the latest and most efficient manufacturing technology.
Integration, testing, and evaluation is a broad process intended
to verify that assembled components meet requirements individually
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and as part of the finished system. Most hardware integration tasks are
formally planned and performed by contractor personnel; but the program office must ensure that the appropriate testing is properly planned,
performed, witnessed, documented, and confirmed. Testing specialists
must evaluate the formal test program and provide guidance based on
best practices, standards, and lessons learned. They must periodically
assess the overall test program as well as specific test results and the
resolution of test failures. Informal tests can also be conducted to clarify
design decisions or to investigate problems discovered during formal
testing. Contractor-provided evidence of compliance to specifications
must be closely scrutinized. A careful review should identify issues with
the proposed test, integration, and verification plans, explore alternatives
to testing, and evaluate the risk of deviating from applicable standards
or best practices. Testing specialists must confirm that the test regimen is
realistic and that the requirements can be objectively verified.
Operational readiness encompasses all activities required to transport, receive, accept, store, handle, deploy, configure, field-test, and operate launch and space vehicles and supporting ground systems. Major
milestones include review of factory acceptance testing, preshipment
reviews, commencement of launch base operations, system activation,
preflight review of flight operations, postlaunch analysis, and commencement of on-orbit operations. Mission assurance here includes verification
that operational procedures are consistent with overall system integrity
and safety goals and validation that these procedures will achieve the
desired results. Specific efforts include tasks that assess the feasibility
of operational requirements, design adequacy relative to operational
needs, site activation planning and execution, personnel proficiency,
and operations. Initial planning must ensure that infrastructure requirements are clearly identified, including certification of training devices,
rehearsal tools, and simulators. For ground systems, site activation and
transition plans must accommodate lengthy installation, checkout, and
testing cycles. As the operational procedures are defined, the operational readiness plan should identify the verification points that will eventually support the flightworthiness certification.
Mission assurance reviews and audits are the most visible manifestation of independent technical analysis. They facilitate understanding of
the interfaces and composite performance of a system while synchronizing government and contractor expectations. There are three types:
technical reviews, audits, and readiness reviews. Technical reviews investigate the status and performance of units, subsystems, and systems to
uncover potential problems and recommend steps to resolve them. These
include the production capability review, integrated baseline reviews,
system requirements reviews, system design reviews, preliminary design
review, critical design review, test readiness review, formal qualification
review, production readiness reviews, system verification reviews, and
hardware reviews. Audits are independent inspections of each configuration item or process to ensure that functional characteristics and
physical attributes comply with relevant specifications, standards, and
concepts of operations. These include functional configuration audits,
physical configuration audits, preliminary design audits, and critical design audits. Readiness reviews serve as formal checkpoints to approve
transition to operational status. These include independent readiness
reviews, mission readiness reviews, preshipment reviews, flight readiness
reviews, launch readiness reviews, and postflight reviews.

Timeline distribution of core mission assurance processes with
respect to program acquisition
phases identified in NSS-03-01.
The bulk of the tasks associated
with each core process are typically concentrated in one or two
specific acquisition phases, although the entire process may
span several phases of the acquisition life cycle.

NSS-03-01 Acquisition Phases
Phase 0
Pre-KDP A
concept
studies

Phase A
Concept
development

Phase B
Preliminary
design

Phase C
Complete
design

D1 Fabrication
and integration

Phase D
D2 Fielding
and checkout

D3 Operations
and disposal

Phase D
D2 Fielding
and checkout

D3 Operations
and disposal

Mission Assurance Execution
Core Mission Assurance
processes
Requirements analysis and validation
Design assurance
Manufacturing assurance
Test and integration verfication
Operations assurance

Mission Assurance Reviews and Audits

Insertion of support discipline task
sets into core process execution
flow. Each individual discipline
involves a comprehensive set of
execution tasks that typically span
the entire life cycle of a space program. A given program, however,
will generally select a reduced
subset of these tasks.

NSS-03-01 Acquisition Phases
Phase 0
Pre-KDP A
concept
studies

Phase A
Concept
development

Phase B
Preliminary
design

Phase C
Complete
design

D1 Fabrication
and integration

Mission Assurance Execution
Core
Mission Assurance
processes

Supporting
Mission Assurance
disciplines

Tailored Mission
Assurance discipline
tasks inserted into core
Mission Assurance
processes

Risk assessment
essme and
d management
mana
Reliabilityy engineering
engin
g
Configuration
ation m
management
ement
Parts, materials and processes
proces
Quality assurance
Systems safety
Software assurance

Step 3: Mission Assurance Task
Reference Documentation
After the mission assurance plan has been
defined in terms of core processes and
tasks, then the task instructions, planned
timelines, and reference documentation can
be also defined. The associated activities
are supported by the Mission Assurance
Verification Matrix, which also records the
relative information in its task database, including active links to supporting technical
instructions, specifications, and standards.
Step 4: Mission Assurance Task
Execution Tracking
Progress in implementing the mission assurance plan is measured in terms of two
parameters associated with the execution
of each task—namely, the variance of task

e xecution timelines (e.g., actual versus
planned start and completion dates) and
the degree to which the task closure criteria
have been met. The number and type of
criteria—e.g., successful completion of tests,
independent analyses, reviews, etc.—is taskdependent and is documented in the Mission Assurance Verification Matrix.

Step 5: Mission Assurance Task
Execution Assessment
The information recorded in the Mission
Assurance Verification Matrix concerning
task closure criteria and their satisfaction
in actual execution enables an assessment
of residual risk. As in Step 2, the residual
risk rating for each task can be propagated
upward through the task hierarchy to produce residual risk ratings for entire program

areas. The residual risk information can be
used as part of the overall program readiness and launch certification process to help
determine whether the level of risk in any
particular area is acceptable, or whether additional assurance activities are warranted.
The residual risk assessment following plan
execution completes the sequence of mission assurance activities recommended by
the guide and directly supported by the
Mission Assurance Verification Matrix.

Conclusion

The implementation of mission assurance
cannot succeed without a solid foundation of baseline activities executed by space
program contractors and suppliers. Beyond
that, however, mission assurance requires
detailed technical insight into each program
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Supporting Mission Assurance Disciplines
The six core mission assurance processes identified in the Mission Assurance Guide are supported by seven mission assurance disciplines. These
provide the more technically oriented underpinning of mission assurance
application and include engineering methodologies specifically geared
toward system design validation and product verification.
Risk management is a structured approach to identifying and evaluating risk and risk-control measures and communicating mission threats
to program stakeholders. It requires a vigilant focus on technical performance and should be executed and reported independently. It provides
an overarching framework under which mission risk issues can be
evaluated and handled. Risk management moves typically through four
stages. The first, risk planning, consists of the up-front activities needed to
execute a successful risk management program; it is a vital part of normal planning and management. The second, risk assessment, includes
the identification of critical events and conditions and an analysis of their
likelihood, consequences, and time frame. Third, risk handling is the process that identifies, evaluates, selects, and implements actions to reduce
risk to acceptable levels. Lastly, risk monitoring involves tracking the progress of risk handling actions and making adjustments as needed.
Reliability engineering encompasses a set of analytical activities
that cover the entire system life cycle. In the early program phases, it includes the development and validation of probabilistic system reliability
requirements and design trade-off studies. During design development
and production, it assists with the determination of component failure
rates and development of probabilistic reliability models, analysis of
failure modes and effects, identification and control of critical items, application of worst-case and parts-stress analyses, and analysis of accelerated life test data. Particularly critical is the assessment of failures during
integration and testing and the implementation of measures to prevent
failure recurrence. Early planning of a solid reliability assurance process
will contribute to a robust system design and minimize the chances of
late and costly detection of problems.
Configuration management seeks to control the technical hardware and software baselines of a program—the requirements, specifications, designs, interfaces, data, and supporting documentation. The
goal is to ensure that the functional, allocated, developmental, test, and
product baselines are consistent, accurate, and repeatable and that any
changes to those baselines will be recorded and will maintain the same
accuracy, consistency, and repeatability. Configuration management
must begin in the conceptual phase and cover contract and program
documentation. During the design phases, the focus is on ensuring that
baselines are properly established and that configuration management
is maintained at all levels during all design reviews, with well defined
hardware and software configured items and change-control boards.
These baselines must be updated to reflect design and part changes
resulting from failures observed during tests.
Parts, materials, and processes (PMP) engineering seeks to
provide a standardized set of qualified components from which to build
a reliable product at a reasonable cost and risk. The mission assurance
aspect starts with independently verifying that proposed contractual
PMP requirements are consistent with the overall program priority and
risk management approaches. In the planning phase, it must be verified
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that adequate PMP controls and procedures have been developed
and applied across the program. In the implementation phase, it must
be ensured that these controls and procedures are rigorously followed
and that the program has indeed acquired robust components. PMP
engineers must work closely with design engineers to prevent selection of
parts and materials that are not readily available at the quality and reliability levels required. The PMP lists should be independently reviewed
with respect to past performance of similar items. Past performance of
selected suppliers should also be independently examined.
Quality assurance is the engineering and management discipline
intended to ensure that a product meets the specified performance parameters. A well defined and properly implemented quality assurance
program instills confidence that all quality requirements have been met
through control of operations, processes, procedures, testing, and inspection. A wide range of skills and expertise is required to support these
activities. These include a thorough familiarity with applicable standards
for various types of parts, materials, and processes and their associated
testing methods. A thorough comprehension of the underlying technologies is also required to ensure that selected parts or materials will meet
performance needs and that manufacturing processes are qualified and
reliable. Because of the diversity of expertise involved, a team of technical specialists is normally required.
System safety assurance applies engineering and management
principles and techniques to control system hazards within the constraints
of operational effectiveness, schedule, and cost. Safety is a fundamental
system requirement. The preferred method to handle safety risks is to
eliminate hazards by design. If this is not possible, the risk of mishaps
should be reduced via safety features or protective devices. These include detection and warning systems to alert personnel of hazards and
special training to counter hazardous conditions. A system safety management process provides effective implementation of safety and occupational health policies. To ensure that hazards are identified, all areas
of design, development, manufacturing, integration, test, operation, and
maintenance must be subjected to a systematic hazard analysis and
risk assessment. Identifying different risk mitigations and their expected
effectiveness is part of this risk management process.
Software assurance seeks to ensure that system software will
meet performance requirements and user expectations and will be
dependable, maintainable, and applicable to the user’s operational
environment. It entails verifying that the software architecture can accommodate future change and growth. Large software projects are usually developed in asynchronous, concurrent streams. At any time, these
streams will be in different states and may need synchronization. Thus,
software assurance includes analysis in acquisition planning to consider
the phasing of software tasks. A software assurance plan should define
tasks and roles such as requirements development, systems engineering
planning, support for integration of requirements flow-down, analysis of
performance and design alternatives, analysis of subsystem and system
design and integration, investigation of design trades, cross-systems integration between programs, lessons learned, technology commonality,
evaluation of systems interfaces, and other functions focusing on system
integrity and reliability.

The risk roll-up view in the Mission Assurance Verification Matrix for a specific WBS area of a space program. The
risk roll-up produces risk ratings for
groups of tasks or entire WBS areas.

Risk-rating information synthesis for a
Mission Assurance Verification Matrix
task or group of tasks. The risk rating
permits a rapid engineering evaluation of the adequacy of resources
assigned to validation and verification
in all significant program areas. It also
helps in judging the overall balance
of the associated mission assurance
plan.

by a truly independent organization to
measure the effectiveness and outcome of
core processes and tasks. Through the disciplined application of mission assurance
practices, Aerospace has contributed to the
current string of successful launches and
their associated missions on orbit.
As practiced by Aerospace, mission assurance comprises a set of management
and engineering activities organized into
two complementary classes—core processes and supporting disciplines—for
which the Mission Assurance Guide provides a formal definition and codification.
In essence, the guide provides the means
for making mission assurance practices
more accessible and repeatable across all
the space programs that the company
supports.

Besides the definition of reference
processes and disciplines, successful programmatic implementation of mission
assurance relies on the application of risk
criteria to tailor processes and tasks onto
a specific program based on resource and
schedule constraints and system priorities.
Thus, the breadth and depth of mission
assurance processes for a given program
will depend on several factors, including
budget, schedule, technology maturity,
purpose, and mission criticality.
As programs transition to their operational phase or achieve legacy status, attention shifts to those programs that are still
in the formative and production stages;
but mission assurance continues for the
life of the program. Technologies advance,
acquisition policies change, the industrial

base reorganizes—and this creates a challenge for critical program management;
but it also underscores the importance of
comprehensive and consistent mission assurance support.
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Learning from Other People’s Mistakes
Most satellite mishaps stem from engineering mistakes. To prevent the same errors
from being repeated, Aerospace has compiled lessons that the space community
should heed.
Paul Cheng and Patrick Smith

T

he computer onboard the Clementine spacecraft
froze immediately after a thruster was commanded
to fire. A “watchdog” algorithm designed to stop
the thrusters from excessive firing could not execute, and
Clementine’s fuel ran out. The mission was lost. Based on
this incident, engineers working on the Near Earth Asteroid
Rendezvous (NEAR) program learned a key lesson: the
watchdog function should be hard-wired in case of a computer shutdown. As it happened, NEAR suffered a similar
computer crash during which its thrusters fired thousands
of times, but each firing was instantly cut off by the stilloperative watchdog timer. NEAR survived.
As this example illustrates, insights from past anomalies are of considerable value to design engineers and other
program stakeholders. Information from failures (and near
failures) can influence important design decisions and prevent the same mistakes from being made over and over.
Contrary to popular belief, satellites seldom fail because of
poor workmanship or defective parts. Instead, most failures
are caused by simple engineering errors, such as an overlooked requirement, a unit mix-up, or even a typo in a document. Such blunders are often too subtle to be caught during
routine verification and review because flight items can only
be checked against known requirements. But by understanding the types of errors that can occur, mission planners can
adjust their review processes to more effectively screen them
out.

The Engineering Database

As part of its overall mission assurance role, Aerospace investigates anomalies on national security space missions and
uses this information to help program managers improve
their systems and processes. Throughout the development,
launch, and deployment of defense space systems, engineers
at Aerospace analyze all anomaly reports to identify engineering errors, workmanship escapes, model deficiencies,
test inadequacies, defective parts, hostile environments, and

“It’s always the simple stuff
that kills you…. With all the
testing systems, everything
looked good.”
—James Cantrell, main engineer
for the joint U.S.-Russian Skipper
mission, which failed because
its solar panels were connected
backward (Associated Press, 1996)

other factors that may warrant correction. These notes are all
collected in a comprehensive database, which now archives
more than 20,000 launch vehicle and satellite anomalies that
occurred in the factory, at the launch site, during flight, and
in operation.
For example, all off-nominal telemetry readings from
a launch are logged into the database. A technical expert
is assigned to explain each anomaly and why it occurred.
Every investigation is tracked by the program office as part
of Aerospace’s flight-readiness verification responsibilities.
Fault-management lessons, reliability impacts, and suggested
corrective actions are documented.
This rigorous postflight analysis was largely prompted by
the failure in 1999 of a Defense Support Program launch
(DSP-19). The transfer vehicle for this mission, the Inertial
Upper Stage (IUS), used thermal tape on the connector plug

Gleaning Lessons from Failures

To disseminate information like this in a
format that is readily absorbed, Aerospace
began publishing a series of “Space Systems
Engineering Lessons Learned” bulletins. To
date, more than 120 of these papers have
been produced. Each tells a failure story,
spotlighting three questions: How did the
mistake occur? What prevented its detection? Why did it bring down the entire
system?
The reports also spell out the specific
practices that could have prevented the
mishap. For example, one lesson traced an
instrument’s power-supply malfunction in
space. The problem was not caught on the
ground because the test set supplied backup
power, and would have been avoided if the
test equipment provided metering to show
the unit was unexpectedly drawing current from it. In another case, a payload was
damaged during thermal vacuum testing
because the test cable, which was not spacequalified, induced multipaction breakdown.
Obviously, tools used in simulated space
environments must be space-rated.
To help reviewers increase the odds of
finding mistakes, Aerospace also parsed
through the lessons-learned bulletins to
generate a reviewer’s checklist titled, “100
Questions for Technical Review.” Reviewers
will more than earn their pay if just one of
these items gets the response: “You know,
we hadn’t thought about that—we’d better
check it!”
For example, one review question asks,
“Has the analyst inspected the actual
hardware?” This question derives from an
incident where a satellite failed because
the solar-array thermal model did not account for the harnesses that prevent heat

US Air Force

housing. The thermal tape was supposed to
be wrapped with enough clearance to let the
harness disengage. The assembly instructions stated that the tape shall be applied
“within 0.5 inches of the mounting bracket
flange” (instead of, for example, “no closer
than 0.5 inches and no farther than 1.0
inch”). Unaware that the parts had to unfasten, and thinking that they should wrap the
tapes as tightly as possible, the technicians
applied the tapes so close to the flange that
the separator jammed, preventing stage separation. Afterwards, engineers reviewing the
telemetry from previous IUS flights realized
that the connector had jammed every time.
In fact, seven of the previous flights dodged
failure only because the taped connectors
were jerked apart when they hit the allowable stops. Unfortunately, the warning signs
in the telemetry data were not heeded.

The Genesis capsule, embedded in the sands of Utah after its parachute system failed to deploy in September
2004. The Mishap Investigation Board said the likely cause was a design error involving the orientation of
gravity-switch devices.

dissipation; one look at the hardware would
have made it obvious. Another asks, “Have
designs been analytically established before
testing?” This is prompted by an incident in
which the spacecraft tumbled after deployment. The magnetic torque rods were set
during test instead of being determined by
analysis. Because the test engineer did not
realize the Earth’s magnetic North pole is in
Antarctica, he set the phasing wrong.

Five Common Mistakes
to Look Out For

The most common mistakes are gathered
in an Aerospace report, “Five Common
Mistakes Reviewers Should Look Out For.”
This document, available to U.S. government agencies and contractors, includes the
“100 Questions” and all the lesson bulletins
published through June 2007.
This report recommends that reviewers
first ponder, “Could the sign be wrong?”
Sign errors involving orientation and phasing (polarity) of equipment have caused numerous failures. For example, the TERRIERS spacecraft was lost because one of its
torque coils had to be installed with a phase
opposite of that of the other two coils—but
the change was not incorporated into flight
software. Likewise, a design mistake caused
the solar panels on the Skipper spacecraft
to be connected backward. During system
integration, the magnitude of current flow
between the solar array and battery was

verified, but not the direction. Once in orbit,
the battery drained, scuttling the mission.
More recently, the Genesis spacecraft
crashed. Genesis brought back solar-wind
samples. During reentry, aerodynamic
deceleration was supposed to cause a parachute to unfold. Genesis’s avionics design
was derived from an earlier mission, Stardust, but was too complex to fit into Stardust’s one-box package. Genesis designers
cut and pasted Stardust’s schematic into
a new two-box design. The Stardust unit
had been spin tested, but the two boxes in
Genesis were difficult to spin together. So,
believing that the design was flight proven,
Genesis engineers simply verified the new
assembly “by inspection.” Unfortunately,
nobody knew that a pair of deceleration
sensors were direction-sensitive—even the
Stardust drawings did not flag any polarity constraint. The sensors were by chance
turned sideways in the new layout, and as a
result, the parachute could not open.
The second major questions is, “How
will last-minute configuration changes be
verified?” Satellites are frequently modified
after factory testing. Placeholder blankets
need to be swapped out, flight connectors
mated, and databases updated. Some items,
such as brackets to secure hardware during
ascent, have to be installed at the launch
site. Nonflight items such as test plugs and
dust covers must be removed. Late changes,
especially those made in the heat of a
countdown, have caused several failures, in
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U.S. Government Satellite and Launch Vehicle Failures from 1990 to 2006
These charts show U.S. Government satellite (below) and
launch vehicle (facing page) failures from 1990 to 2006.
In contrast to common beliefs, mishaps are seldom due
to poor workmanship, defective parts, or environmental
factors. Notice that engineering mistakes—such as a typo
(Contour), an overlooked requirement (MPL), and a unit
mix-up (MCO)—caused the majority of failures. These
embarrassing snafus are often so subtle that they are not
caught during verification and review.

“Space is unforgiving; thousands of good
decisions can be undone by a single engineering flaw or workmanship error, and these
flaws and errors can result in catastrophe.”
— Defense Science Board, 2003

Launch
Date

Program

04/90

Hubble

Flawed manufacturing equipment misshaped the mirror. Quality assurance relied on
the same equipment and could not perceive the mistake, even though independent
checks indicated a defect.

x

07/92

TSS-1

Tether deployment mechanism was jammed by a bolt added at the launch site.

x

09/92

Mars
Observer

Corroded braze jammed a regulator, causing a breach of the propulsion line. The
regulator was not qualified for a long mission.

x

08/93

NOAA 13

The battery charger was shorted by a long screw. The unit had low dimensional tolerance and experienced thermal stress outside its qualification envelope.

x

10/93

Landsat F

Pyrovalve exploded because of an unpredictable mechanism.

01/94

Clementine

Computer froze, disabling the fault management software. Patches were prepared but
not uploaded.

05/94

MSTI 2

Cause unknown, attributed to impact by micrometeoroid or debris, or charging.

12/95

Skipper

Solar array was miswired. Test did not ascertain current direction.

x

02/96

TSS-1R

Contamination in the tether caused arcing.

x

08/97

Lewis

Satellite lost orientation. The stability simulation was performed for the wrong orbit,
the attitude control was improper, and the satellite was not monitored.

x

10/97

STEP-4

Satellite/launcher resonance caused vibration damage. The resonance was known but
not addressed.

x

10/98

STEX

Solar array failed—analysis was run on wrong configuration.

x

12/98

MCO

Burned up because of unit mix-up in the navigation software.

x

01/99

MPL

Requirement flowdown omission resulted in premature shutdown of descent engine.

x

03/99

WIRE

Unexpected start-up transient fired pyros, causing the loss of all cryogen. The inhibit
circuit design was flawed, and inappropriate test configuration masked the chip’s
misbehavior.

x

08/01

Simplesat

Transmitter suffered arcing in vacuum.

11/01

Genesis

Parachute could not deploy because of deceleration sensor misorientation brought
about by a layout change.

x

07/02

Contour

Spacecraft broke up upon firing of an embedded solid motor. The plume analysis used
to qualify the design by similarity relied on an AIAA paper that had a critical typo.

x

04/05

DART

Spacecraft failed to rendezvous with its target satellite because of a combination of
GPS software bug and flawed navigation design.

x
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Cause

Engineering
Mistake

Technology
Surprise

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

Launch
Date

Program

Cause

Engineering
Mistake

Technology
Surprise

03/90

Titan III

Satellite could not be deployed because the pyro separation harness routed firing commands to ports different from those specified by software.

x

04/91

Atlas I

Air was sucked through a defective checkvalve during ascent and froze in a turbo
pump, preventing a Centaur engine from starting. Air was able to get in because of
design changes that were not accompanied by reanalysis.

x

07/91

Pegasus

The shaped-charge detonation system caused an incomplete cut, thwarting stage
separation.

08/92

Atlas I

Same as 04/91 Centaur failure.

x

03/93

Atlas I

A set screw in the throttle setting regulator came loose in flight because rework instructions neglected to require retorquing and verification.

x

08/93

Titan IV

A propellant cut made during a repair opened in flight, instead of staying closed by
internal pressure as expected, exposing the insulation to flame.

06/94

Pegasus XL

Vehicle lost control because of unexpected aerodynamic load. The control loop design
used improper variance analysis.

x

06/95

Pegasus XL

Second-stage nozzle could not gimbal because of an incorrectly installed foam skid.
Operator concerns regarding foam skid orientation were ignored because there was no
specific orientation requirement.

x

08/95

Delta II

Wind shear caused a large deflection, damaging the explosive transfer line and preventing one of the strap-on motors from separating.

08/95

Athena I

Thruster-vector-actuation hydraulic oil dumped overboard was ignited by the rocket’s
plume, damaging a control cable. The failure mode occurred on a similar European
rocket earlier. Also, high-voltage power supply, qualified only for aviation applications,
suffered arcing at high altitude.

10/95

Conestoga

Low-frequency noise of the vehicle was not filtered out, causing the vehicle to excessively actuate the vector thruster control, eventually exhausting hydraulic oil.

x

11/96

Pegasus XL

Payload did not separate, probably because of shock damage to a battery or switch.

x

01/97

Delta II

The motor case of a solid strap-on was damaged before launch and split in flight.

x

08/98

Titan IV

Wire insulation damage on the power supply caused intermittent short of the computer. Upon power-on reset, the avionics system improperly commanded the vehicle,
resulting in self-destruction.

x

08/98

Delta III

A roll mode was not accounted for in the control system, resulting in loss of control.

x

04/99

Titan IV

Upper stages could not separate because vague assembly instructions misled technicians into wrapping insulating tapes too tightly. Problems repeatedly occurred on
previous flights.

x

04/99

Athena II

Nose cone failed to separate—the operation of one set of pyros pulled open the connectors for the second set. The tolerance buildup problem was manifested in an earlier
flight but was not addressed.

x

04/99

Titan IV

A roll filter manually entered in the transfer vehicle’s avionics database had an exponent error (effectively misplaced a decimal point) which caused control loss.

x

05/99

Delta III

A defective brazing in the combustion chamber was noticed during inspection
but was allowed to pass because of ambiguous drawing instructions. The chamber
breached in flight.

x

09/01

Taurus

An attitude-control valve was jammed shut by debris. The problem had occurred several times previously but was deemed acceptable because the valves had always fortuitously stuck in nonfatal positions.

x

12/04

Delta IV
Heavy

The first stage shut down too early because cavitation spoofed the sensors into reacting to phantom fuel depletion.

x

03/06

Falcon

A fuel leak, attributed to a corroded B-nut, started a fire.

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x
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Taking Heed of Lessons

Pure tin plating can grow conductive whiskers. Numerous satellites have been disabled because whiskers
inside the control processors caused plasma arcing that blew the fuses.

part because late installations and removals
can be difficult to verify.
An eleventh-hour analysis of the Tethered Satellite System (TSS) uncovered
a structural shortfall in the deployment
mechanism, making it necessary to add a
bolt. The original design engineer, thousands of miles away, could not see firsthand
how the modified hardware fit. The bolt
protruded against a traveling ball nut, and
consequently, TSS could not deploy.
The third question asks, “Can the vehicle
survive a computer crash?” As the Clementine and NEAR examples illustrate, computer errors—often caused by subtle timing
or memory glitches—have affected several
missions. Every vehicle should be able
to gracefully handle a computer fault by
reverting to the “last known good state,” rebooting without being stuck in endless reset
cycles, remaining in a safe mode, recovering
from low bus voltage, and so on.
The safety analysis must ensure that
the fault-management system cannot be
spoofed into making a wrong move, as happened to Ariane 501. This rocket’s flight
software carried over a function, “platform
alignment calculation,” from Ariane 4, even
though it was no longer needed. But the
501 vehicle flew a different trajectory, creating an alignment bias too large for the legacy code to compute and resulting in an “error exception.” Although the exception was
irrelevant, the avionics system presumed
that all faults were caused by bad hardware,
and should be handled by an equipment
swap. It thus halted the active controller and
switched to the backup, which of course
immediately encountered the same error
and also shut down. The rocket needlessly
self-destructed.
The fourth question asks, “Is the circuit
overcurrent protection adequate?” Shorting and plasma arcing have caused many
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failures. Fuses, circuit breakers, and other
devices are intended to protect upstream
components, but careful design is required
to prevent the safety devices from misbehaving. Plasma arcing most frequently
results from pure tin plating that grows
conductive filaments (commonly known
as “whiskers”). Numerous satellites, such
as Galaxy VII, had been disabled because
whiskers grew on the relays of their control
processors, causing arcing that blew the
fuses.
The IMAGE satellite’s single-string
transponder was protected by a circuit
breaker. Radiation tripped the breaker,
turning the transponder off. Unfortunately, a design flaw caused the breaker to
misreport itself as “on,” which prevented
the onboard fault-management software
from resetting the circuit. The malfunction disabled uplink, making ground rescue
impossible.
The last question is, “Can pyros cause
unexpected damage?” Premature firings
caused the Wide-field Infrared Explorer
(WIRE) spacecraft to open its telescope
cover, venting all the cryogens and ending
the mission in the first orbit. The mishap
occurred because a logic controller chip
unexpectedly asserted all outputs during
power-on. Both “arm” and “fire” inhibits
were commanded by the same chip (a common design oversight), and therefore failed
together.
Unexpected pyro firings have also caused
the death of personnel. In 2003, a Brazilian
launch vehicle was being readied for launch
when an electrostatic discharge introduced
an arc in the unshielded pyro circuits, setting off the initiator. Because the rocket
had no safe-arm devices to contain an
accidental flash, it caught fire on the pad,
killing 21 workers.

Ben Franklin wrote, “Experience keeps a
dear school, but fools will learn in no other.”
In the space business, the cost of experience is very high indeed. But learning is
hampered by a widespread reluctance to
share failure information. Consider a 1993
incident with the Orion rocket: Someone
forgot to install a critical voltage-clamp
component into the test meter used to
check the solid motor’s firing circuit. The
full test voltage ignited the rocket, killing
a technician. Only after this accident was
made public did two other facilities reveal
that the same meter had inadvertently set
off their rockets, too!
Engineers also neglect to research lessons. The WIRE mission failed because of
a start-up quirk in a logic controller, which
had been previously described in NASA’s
“Application Notes.” Similarly, a Maxus
rocket crashed because drained hydraulic
fluid started a fire that burned through a
guidance cable. This debacle prompted several programs to redesign fluid drains or add
cable insulation—but the Athena program
did not do so. Athena’s maiden flight subsequently suffered exactly the same failure.
Aerospace is striving to improve its
process for disseminating lessons learned,
most importantly by incorporating them
into engineering standards, mission assurance handbooks, testing guidelines, and
military specifications. References to real
failures should impress upon designers the
importance of following (and the risks of
ignoring) a given set of guidelines, specs,
or standards. Still, if the space industry is
to head off further mistakes, it must overcome proprietary concerns and bureaucratic
inertia to share, seek out, and heed lessons
learned.
Further Reading
“Five Common Mistakes Reviewers Should
Look Out For,” Aerospace Report TOR-2007(8617)-1 (The Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, CA, 2007).

J. F. Binkley, P. G. Cheng, P. L. Smith, and W. F.
Tosney, “From Data Collection to Lessons
Learned—Space Failure Information Exploitation at The Aerospace Corporation,” Proceedings
of the First International Forum on Integrated
System Health Engineering and Management in
Aerospace (Napa, CA, November 2005).

“Report of the Defense Science Board/Air Force
Scientific Advisory Board Joint Task Force on
Acquisition of National Security Space Programs” (Defense Science Board, 2003).

Profile

The Embedded Program Office

Boots on the Ground
The idea of embedding program office representatives in contractor
facilities has been gaining support from government program managers. Personnel from Aerospace, the Air Force, and SETAs have
had a presence at contractor facilities since the beginning of the
space program, but their assignments have traditionally been temporary—just a few days at a time or for monthly reviews. In those
instances where Aerospace personnel remained at a contractor
facility for extended periods—for example, to minimize impact on
the program’s technical schedule during integration and test—they
worked day-to-day issues with the contractor and coordinated with
Aerospace management to resolve questions. What is new today is
that decisions are now being made at the embedded program office.
Jorn Kluetmeier, principal engineer and scientist in Space Program Operations, is Aerospace’s in-plant representative for the
Space-Based Infrared System (SBIRS) at Lockheed Martin in
Sunnyvale, California. When Kluetmeier was first assigned to
SBIRS at the contractor’s site in July 2002, the program was transitioning from total system program responsibility (which traditionally lay with the contractor) to Aerospace oversight. As the only onsite representative during his first three years with the program, he
was able to provide timely resolution of technical issues, although
guidance affecting contractual and technical direction continued to
come from the Aerospace program office in El Segundo.
Then, in late 2005, a decision was made to increase the SBIRS
program office’s on-site presence. “The increase consisted of two
Aerospace and five SETA personnel,” Kluetmeier said. “It was
my challenge to phase in the additional staff and assign meaningful work without disrupting the ongoing program-office business
rhythm. The majority of the staff had not worked on SBIRS, but
had satellite experience on other programs. The integration was accomplished seamlessly,” he said.
Finally, in the summer of 2006, responsibilities (including technical direction) that had previously resided in the El Segundo offices were transferred to the SBIRS operating location under the
direction of an Air Force lieutenant colonel. Another five Air Force
officers were added to the embedded staff. This final integration was
accomplished with minimum impact to the daily activities.
Kluetmeier had earlier been an Aerospace in-plant representative at Lockheed Missiles and Space in Sunnyvale, but at that time,
technical direction and final decisions still came from the program
office in El Segundo. In 1989, he and another Aerospace engineer,
together with one junior Air Force officer, were assigned to the
Milstar program office at the Sunnyvale facility. He described the
following three years as “exciting times working hands-on with the
contractor developing the first satellite. Being located directly with
the contractor makes a difference when you are working problems
in real time versus the 500-mile delay. You can quickly report back
to the program office on proposed solutions and their merits. Inplant presence allows you to be more effective.”
Kluetmeier led two major initiatives during those years. “I proposed a command and control interface between the Milstar Mission Control Center and the Milstar Development Test Facility to
perform early checkout of the Milstar data-system modernization
software with Milstar bus engineering units. The initial cost quoted
by the contractor was $600,000. Through my efforts, I was able

to implement the interface for $3000 in parts and two months in
labor. This interface capability served Milstar well through its development, launch, and on-orbit operations,” he explained.
His second successful recommendation—to use launch-base
checkout vans for a second test of the satellite—saved millions of
dollars. The proposal, which had been readily accepted by the program office and the contractor, allowed early checkout of the flight
article, uncovering deficiencies that were fixed in good time.
When Kluetmeier returned to El Segundo in 1992, Aerospace
asked him to write guidelines for in-plant representatives. He called
his report the “rules of engagement,” and addressed it directly to a
prospective representative who, he wrote, should have at least 10
years of experience, preferably in a program office. The full list reads:
• Demonstrate initiative. Be proactive and a problem solver,
rather than a note taker.

• Show positive support for the contractor. Helping the contractor be successful will help the program be successful.

• Become part of the customer/contractor team, but remain independent (though you cannot be perceived as giving direction—
only the government procuring contractor officer can do this).
• Listen to and work closely with counterparts, providing constructive information on technical investigations and solutions.
• Earn the contractor’s confidence in your judgment. Only as a
last resort should you need to request that the Air Force intervene with a direct order to the contractor.

• Earn the contractor’s trust; never be perceived as a spy. The contractor will test you by feeding you information to see how fast
it comes back from the program office.
• Use good judgment about when to forward information. If test
results at first seem to show that the sky is falling, wait until the
data analysis matures before raising a red flag.

• Give credit to the contractor for solving problems or saving costs.
The contractor will acknowledge your value to the program.
• Get a contractor computer account to ease communication and
data flow—but for good communication, stay in close contact
with your counterparts and rely as little as possible on phone
calls and e-mails. Get an office close to theirs.

• Follow the clear line of responsibility between your level 3 and
4 managers to be certain the contractor gets no mixed messages
from the program office.

Kluetmeier values his experience in the factory as a worthwhile
endeavor and a career enhancement and believes that “boots on
the ground” offers clear benefits to the success of a mission. For
example, young Aerospace engineers can take advantage of mentoring by senior staff members at the program office on the contractor
site. Issues can be handled in a timely manner on site with the government counterpart, thus contributing to efficient and successful
completion of the project. On the other hand, installing a permanent staff member in a remote contractor facility may require relocating employees or even hiring new employees from the local area.
Aerospace has 25 in-plant representatives at 12 contractor locations, with plans for more; but, Kluetmeier predicted that only
“time will tell if the embedded program office is a temporary
phenomenon or a permanent practice.”
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A Program For Success:
The Aerospace Role in Software Assurance
Aerospace works to ensure that mission assurance is a component of every phase of
software development.
John Cantrell, Suellen Eslinger, and Robert Duvall

S

oftware size and complexity are on the increase and
have been since the first computer programs were
developed in the 1950s. Unfortunately this development has been accompanied by an increased chance of error. More and more often, failures in space can be traced to
software problems. The first Ariane 5 launch ended in failure because of reuse of Ariane 4 software combined with
specification and design errors and inadequate testing. The
Mars Climate Orbiter was lost because different units were
used for parameters interpreted by software for different
parts of the system. The most likely cause of the failure of
the Mars Polar Lander appears to be inadequate specification of known physical behavior. These accidents are discussed by Nancy Leveson of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in her 2004 article in Journal of Spacecraft and
Rockets, “The Role of Software in Spacecraft Accidents.”
These failures in space, although attributed to software,
have broader implications for mission assurance. They can
be attributed to many factors ranging from inadequate
definition or communication of requirements to the failure
to test for correct implementation of requirements. Mission assurance for software must cover the entire software
life cycle. It must play a role in requirements definition;
requirement flow down to the subsystems; and software
design, coding, integration, and testing. Software mission
assurance is not a quality that can be bolted on or tested
just before launch. Rather, it must be engineered into the
entire system from inception.
The Aerospace Corporation works to ensure that mission assurance is a component of every phase of software
development. The corporation’s work in software standards
helps put customer contracts on a good foundation for
software development. Monitoring the software development effort over the entire life cycle raises the customer’s
confidence that the contractor is adhering to recognized
good development processes. Finally, by scrutinizing the
thorough testing of the software, from unit testing, through

integration up to qualification testing, and even validation
and verification efforts, Aerospace can alert both the contractor and the customer of national space systems to problems early, when correcting them is less expensive.

The Role of Software Engineering

Good software engineering practices provide one pillar
supporting mission assurance. Development of quality
software includes the following essential fundamentals.
• Have a process and use it. A documented wellunderstood software development process provides
from the outset an understanding of the goal of the development effort and prevents the effort from becoming interminable.
• Strive for high quality. Managers and software leads
should stress the necessity for software that is reliable
and safe.
• Involve the customer. Customer feedback is not just
important in the world of business.

• Implement management fundamentals. Personnel and
equipment resources must be carefully planned and
continually monitored and managed. Metrics to help
monitor and manage software quality and productivity
should be collected.

• Implement software engineering fundamentals. This
starts with requirements management and moves
through design, construction, and testing of the software. Consistent application over the entire life cycle is
key.

• Use quality assurance fundamentals. Technical reviews
must be a regular part of development. Peer reviews
tend to locate defects earlier than testing and identify
different types of defects (e.g., requirements and design
flaws). Testing and reviews should complement one
another.

Certain steps should be included in
whatever process the development organization chooses to use. These include
requirements definition for the software,
architectural design, detailed design, coding, and finally testing. These steps may or
may not overlap, depending on the design
methodology. The process should describe
what is necessary in each step. A systems
engineer present at the requirements
definition meetings should provide a
broader perspective than that coming from
software engineers alone. A test engineer
present during the requirements definition
meetings should lead to requirements that
can be tested.
While it is possible for the steps in the
process to overlap, any step that is missed
or any shortcut taken increases mission
risk. Not having a test engineer during
requirements definition may result in requirements that are difficult to test. This
may necessitate a requirements change, the
acquisition of expensive test equipment, or
software changes because of ambiguities.
While it is not a foregone conclusion that
these outcomes will occur, the presence
of a test engineer may well prove to be a
cheap insurance policy.
Technical review of the code and design
is another area that is sometimes overlooked. When programmers review each
other’s design and code, everyone strives to
do a better job. In addition, changes made
in one software module as a result of a
review usually are implemented immediately in subsequent modules, obviating the
need for the same change repeated again
and again. Such practices contribute to
programmer education and to overall code
quality.

Setting the Standards

Aerospace cannot dictate to contractors
how they should handle their software
development efforts. However, Aerospace
can gain insight into the processes that the
contractor uses and, based on experience,
make judgments about the efficacy of these
processes. All peer reviews, for example, are
not the same, even within a single contractor organization.
Aerospace’s long experience guides its
efforts to monitor the contractor’s performance. Are the processes followed by
the contractor in line with its promises
(software development plan, software test
plan)? Do the plans make sense in the
program environment? How could they
be improved within schedule and budget
constraints? These are just some of the

An actual launch vehicle flight computer is a rugged closed system well suited for flight, but not ideal for
validation of flight software in the laboratory. The highly integrated design makes the attachment of internal
electrical and logical probes difficult.

 uestions that Aerospace answers in strivq
ing to provide mission assurance.
When a dramatic increase in on-orbit
anomalies and space-vehicle failures occurred in the late 1990s and early 2000s,
anomaly investigations and major crossprogram studies cited a foremost root
cause as the lack of adequate processes by
the development contractors, especially
processes for testing and other activities
related to mission assurance. Software
was affected as well as hardware. With
the removal of software-related military
standards from contracts, military spacesystem contracts mandated no specific
contractual requirements for software testing and other critical activities related to
software mission assurance, such as peer
reviews of software work products. Eliminating these requirements led directly to
a dramatic increase in on-orbit anomalies
and mission degradations caused by
software.
Aerospace has been a leader in defining
contractual requirements driven by mission
assurance. In 2003, the Space and Missile
Systems Center/National Reconnaissance
Office (SMC/NRO) Mission Assurance

When programmers
review each other’s
design and code,
everyone strives to do
a better job.
Improvement Task Force was initiated,
revitalizing emphasis on contractual
standards. The principal software-related
product of this effort was an update of the
military standard for software development (MIL-STD-498), which had been
canceled during the acquisition reform initiatives of the mid-1990s. The team modified MIL-STD-498 to bring the standard
up to date and to add requirements related
to software mission assurance. The updated
standard is documented in an Aerospace
technical operating report, “Software Development Standard for Space Systems.”
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The GPS Control System Transition
Transition from the Global Positioning System (GPS) legacy control system to the new Operational Control Segment Architecture Evolution Plan (OCS/AEP) provides flexibility and
growth to meet military and civil needs for the next 30 years. The control system provides
command, control, and maintenance services to the GPS space segment. The transition’s
key event—Enhanced Phased Operations Transition—occurred on Sept. 14, 2007. Aerospace, the Air Force, and other mission partners were involved in a number of activities that
took place before and after this major event, and their work is ongoing.
Mission assurance for the transition is composed of interrelated efforts by many different
groups, including Aerospace, the 50th Space Wing at Schriever Air Force Base, the GPS
Independent Review Team, and the GPS Wing—the DOD acquisition office for developing
and producing GPS satellites, ground systems, and military user equipment. Aerospace’s
launch readiness review process is a model for the SMC chief engineer’s Control System
Independent Readiness Review Team, a component of mission assurance for the transition.
The control system transition, however, occurred over a period of 5 days—rather than the
seconds to minutes for a launch vehicle—and was supported continuously by satellite operators in the worldwide network of GPS monitoring stations.
Aerospace and the GPS Wing performed a comprehensive review of all mission assurance
activities to make certain that the transition was transparent to the GPS user community. The
purpose of the analysis was to ensure that the efforts are effective, adequate, and efficient.
Specifically: Are there any gaps between the various mission assurance efforts and the
disparate teams executing them? Are there any unnecessary duplications of effort? In cases
where there are beneficial or necessary overlaps, are the participants taking advantage of
the synergies between them?
To identify possible gaps or overlaps, the transition team examined all efforts related to mission assurance, with emphasis on software testing and on the transition from the legacy control system to OCS/AEP. The results were captured in a simple matrix format that revealed a
few minor overlaps, now adjusted to streamline the processes and improve efficiency in the
future. Initial findings have been briefed to the GPS Independent Review Team and senior
military leadership in the GPS community.
—Michael Campbell, Chief Software Engineer

The additional requirements related to
mission assurance are based on experience
with multiple space programs and on wellresearched and documented results from
the software engineering literature. These
requirements address peer reviews; traceability; assurance of critical requirements
for dependability, reliability, maintainability and availability, and key performance
parameters; software unit testing and software unit integration testing; hardware and
software integration testing; and software
qualification testing, quality assurance, and
metrics. Although titled “Software Development Standard for Space Systems,” the
updated software standard actually applies
to any software-development effort.
From a mission assurance perspective,
the importance of building quality into
the software prior to testing (e.g., using
such techniques as peer reviews, software
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quality assurance reviews, software product
evaluations, and joint technical reviews)
is paramount. A robust software test program, however, is the last line of defense
against latent defects in the software that
could cause mission loss or degradation,
and thus is critically important to any successful space program.
The robustness of a test program is
determined by its depth and breadth. For
depth, the software standard requires
multiple levels of software testing: unit
testing, integration testing (both among
software units and among hardware and
software), and qualification testing. For
breadth, specific test coverage criteria are
required by the standard for each level
of software testing. Software unit testing
must successfully test all statements and
branches in the code, all error and exception handling, all unit interfaces (including

limits and boundary conditions), and all
algorithms. Software integration testing
must successfully test all interfaces among
the software and hardware (including limits and boundary conditions), end-to-end
functional and performance requirements
under conditions reflecting operations,
stress testing including worse-case scenarios, fault detection and recovery handling,
and start-up, termination, and restart.
Software qualification testing must successfully verify all software and interface
requirements—whether satisfied by new,
reuse, or commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
software—on the target processing hardware using the actual interfaces where
possible and high-fidelity simulators where
not possible. Based on lessons learned
from space-system failures caused by software, the software-development standard
was updated to also require regression testing of affected unit, integration, and qualification test cases for any modifications to
previously tested software. In addition, the
standard specifies minimum requirements
for testing of COTS and reuse software.
The SMC specifications and standards
effort (part of the SMC systems engineering revitalization initiative) has been instrumental in updating and reintroducing
other military specifications and standards
important to space-system mission success.
One of the most important of these is the
standard for space-vehicle test requirements (MIL-STD-1540), which has been
updated for enhanced mission assurance
(documented in an Aerospace technical
report, “Test Requirements for Launch,
Upper Stage and Space Vehicles”). Aerospace was responsible for getting software
test requirements included in this standard for the first time in its history. This
standard now includes requirements for a
robust software test program appropriate
to onboard software. In addition to the test
requirements in the new software standard,
the update to MIL-STD-1540 includes
requirements for testing the software
during thermal vacuum tests where the
processor speed can be affected by the environmental temperature conditions. Another software test requirement driven by
lessons learned with actual space-system
failures is the requirement to regression
test the software when the operational values of the onboard constants database are
loaded. The updated software development
standard and the updated space-vehicle
test requirements standard are now being cited as compliance standards on new
SMC and NRO contracts.

Software Qualification and
Spacecraft Bus Testing

Qualification testing for software in national space systems is the verification
that the software correctly implements its
requirements. While qualification testing cannot guarantee mission success by
itself, it improves overall confidence that
the contractor understood the software
requirements and implemented them, and
that the software will perform as designed
once on orbit. It is another building block
in the foundation of confidence supporting
mission assurance.
Qualification testing activities usually
occur at the end of the software development cycle. If the final deadline (launch)
of a system is fixed, which is frequently
the case, and the software development
effort underestimated the time required to
implement the software, pushing back delivery of the software to the testing phase,
the testing effort is compressed. Consequently, the launch may take place before
all software has undergone qualification
testing. What happens now?
In terms of the payload, Aerospace has
identified key functions that are more essential to mission assurance than others.
While all payload functions are clearly
important, these key functions have been
identified as such because software failure
in any one of them could cause loss of the
payload. An Aerospace technical report—
“Recommended Process for Qualification
Testing of Payload Software Prior to Use
on Orbit”—identifies core functions that
must undergo complete qualification testing prior to launch. These functions are
supplemented by ancillary functions that
could be qualified on the ground using
simulators before being uploaded in orbit.
The report does make clear that all flight
software should be qualified before launch,
but real situations often allow less-thanideal actions.
The various payload functions are classified as core—capabilities that require
qualification testing before launch—and
basic—capabilities that may be qualified
and uploaded to the payload after launch.
Booting up, for example, is a core function
that describes the ability of the payload
to start after the application of power and
to enter a known safe state defined by the
payload designers. The safe state might
mean any state from the payload waiting
for a ground command to the payload in
full-blown operation. What is important is
that the payload is able to enter this state
after power is applied. If an error occurs
while booting up, the payload may be lost.

This hardware-in-the-loop simulation was developed at Aerospace for the Atlas V. The single board computers
are built with the same processors, bus controller chipsets, and other electronic components that are used in
the flight unit. These boards, however, plug into an equipment rack with standardized data-bus connections
that allow easy use of logic analyzer probes to measure signals and timing. The boards also have special probe
pads that allow direct access to the central processing unit (CPU) buses. This open design allows complete access to the flight software behavior with a resolution of a single CPU clock cycle. Aerospace currently maintains
hardware-in-the-loop simulations for the Delta II, Delta IV, and Atlas V launch vehicles.

For this reason, this function needs to be
tested as much as possible before launch.
Core functions include booting up,
spacecraft communications, system upload, reporting the status of hardware and
software, and “safing” the payload. Basic
functions are hardware control and payload
data processing.
Spacecraft communications assumes
the payload does not communicate directly

with the ground but rather communicates
by way of the spacecraft. If this capability
does not operate properly, the payload cannot offload its mission data to the ground
and the ground cannot command the
payload. In this case, the payload capability
would be lost.
If perfect software is loaded at launch,
it is possible that the system upload capability may never be used, but it may be
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The Chief Software Engineering Advisory Council
The Chief Software Engineering Advisory Council (CSEAC) was established in March
2006 within Aerospace Space Program Operations to determine how the corporation can
best provide software support for Air Force acquisition programs. Specifically, the council
assists the Space and Missile Systems Center (SMC) in its software-acquisition efforts for
intensive space systems. It aligns all Aerospace software-related initiatives to focus support
toward the success of SMC missions.
The CSEAC developed its structure to accommodate a long-term operational strategy to
carry out this goal. The council is cosponsored by Space Program Operations and the Engineering and Technology Group and reports to both vice presidents. An Aerospace chief
software engineer is designated for each Space Program Operations division. Providing
software engineering and oversight for software issues, these chief engineers constitute a
powerful team resource. In addition, senior software engineers participate in CSEAC activities to ensure that all facets of Aerospace software efforts are represented.
In February 2007, CSEAC expanded one of its strategic components, the Software Leadership Initiative, to assist in forming the SMC Software Action Group. A collaboration of
representatives from both SMC software customers and Aerospace software support, this
group is addressing a number of software-related issues, including those directly associated
with acquisition mission assurance, such as the use of common software acquisition tools.
—Francis Sisti, Chief Software Engineer

necessary to exercise this function at some
future date—for example, if a new software
system upload is needed. If qualification
testing and the preceding testing efforts
were not thorough enough, a problem
may leave the payload incapable of either
starting the new system or returning to the
previous version of the software.
The hardware and software status reporting capability is considered a core
function mainly because of its value in
the event of an anomaly. If everything is
working correctly with the payload, this
function will only reinforce what is already
known—that everything is working correctly. However, when things go wrong,
this may be the only way ground controllers are able to analyze the root cause of
the anomaly and devise a correction. This
capability is especially important during
the early life of a payload, when ground
controllers are not thoroughly familiar
with its behavior.
Safing the payload is another capability
that may never be exercised, but if the payload must be put into a safe state because
of an anomaly, this capability will be called
upon. Depending on the payload, this
capability may require that the mechanical doors be closed, power be removed or
reduced, or other actions be taken to protect the payload from the environment of
space. In addition to allowing the payload
to enter into a safe state, this capability
must also allow it to exit this safe state—
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most likely back to the boot-up function.
This entire path, from anomaly to safing to
recovery, must undergo extensive testing
before launch to provide maximum confidence that it will perform its function after
launch.
Hardware control and payload data processing, on the other hand, are considered
basic, or ancillary, functions. Proper testing
of the actual flight hardware involved in
these actions usually involves the use of
test (i.e., not flight) software. Such testing may not have been at the qualification
level, but it does show that the hardware
and data processing can be controlled
properly with software. If the space vehicle
must be launched before such software
capabilities are qualification tested, this
software can be omitted from the launch
configuration of the software and uploaded
later. In this case, mission availability is
negatively affected because the payload
will not function as designed until all software components are operating onboard.
Because all core functions are working as
designed, the hardware control and payload data-processing capabilities can be
tested thoroughly on the ground and uploaded and tested in flight, allowing fullscale operations to be started. This saves
schedule time on one side of the launch at
the cost of schedule on the other side.
The list of core and basic functions for
spacecraft bus capabilities is longer for this
software-intensive system. Capabilities

considered core for the payload must also
be considered core for the corresponding
capabilities on the space vehicle. Communication, for example, is considered core
for both payload and space vehicle because
it is essential for them to communicate
with each other. Another example is booting up the spacecraft, which performs
much the same actions as booting up the
payload. Other spacecraft core functions
analogous to those of the payload are
system upload, hardware/software status
reporting, and safing the spacecraft.
Several additional capabilities are
considered core for the spacecraft: the
executive/operating system, whether a
commercial product or purpose-built by
the contractor; guidance, navigation, and
control; thermal control; and electrical
power control. Any failure of these systems
because of software puts the entire mission in jeopardy. They must be exercised
as thoroughly as possible before launch to
increase confidence that this software and
the accompanying hardware will work together to accomplish their subsystem tasks.
Another core function is on-orbit deployments and beginning-of-life testing.
Command execution and onboard
command storage must also be subjected
before launch to as much testing as possible, usually involving all possible commands. If the spacecraft cannot execute
commands issued from the ground, mission goals would not be achieved. For this
reason, ground communications are also
considered core. Onboard command storage is usually provided to store commands
for future execution. These may be certain
command sequences, such as the actions
needed to safe the spacecraft that must be
activated quickly in the event of a fault, or
they may be sequences that allow ground
controllers to upload one command while
the spacecraft actually performs a large
number of commands. Often, these command sequences are used at the beginning
and end of life for the spacecraft—the
function of storing commands and then
executing them at the appropriate time is
vital to the health of the spacecraft and the
mission.
A basic function that could be considered core involves end-of-life maneuvers,
which have gained importance in recent
years. These end-of-life maneuvers may be
a controlled deorbit of the spacecraft, moving it to a higher orbit where it will not
jeopardize other spacecraft or leaving it
where it is, if that is an option. In this particular case, though, any hardware used by
these maneuvers will have been tested, and

Aerospace has provided
a path to launch that
offers more flexibility
when reality prevents
optimal testing.
as these maneuvers are not scheduled for
years after launch, they only become critical at that time. There are circumstances
in which these maneuvers may become
needed far earlier than planned, such as
an anomaly with the launch vehicle that
puts the spacecraft in the incorrect orbit.
This situation would drastically shorten
the testing schedule for such software. This
capability is still considered basic because
it can be tested at relative leisure on the
ground before being uploaded to the space
vehicle in most cases. Other basic functions are onboard data storage and retrieval
and onboard data processing.

Flight Software Validation

Although it is never a good idea to launch
a mission with software that has not undergone complete qualification testing,
Aerospace has provided a path to launch
that offers more flexibility when reality
prevents optimal testing.
Aerospace develops and maintains
hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulations
for the validation of flight software for
both satellites and launch vehicles. A hardware-in-the-loop simulation is built from
a combination of flight-equivalent avionics
that can execute the same flight code image and mission data that will be loaded on
the real system for flight. This “test-likeyou-fly” approach gives the most realistic
evaluation of how the system software will
perform during flight. In most cases, the
hardware-in-the-loop simulation runs in
real time, meaning that the flight software
is being executed at the same speed as it
would on the real system.
The simulation emulates all input and
output (I/O) interfaces that are visible
to the processing hardware on which the
flight software runs. The I/O interfaces
are driven by high-fidelity simulations of
all vehicle subsystem hardware, as well as
vehicle dynamics and flight environment
models. These are initially developed in the
form of a “scientific simulation”—a simu-

lation done completely in software that
mathematically simulates the subject—
which runs in a standard workstation environment. The models are developed and
tested by running a version of the vehicle
flight code that can execute on the workstation. Once the fidelity of the vehicle
models has been validated, they are moved
to the hardware-in-the-loop simulation.
Launch vehicle scientific simulations are
also used for day-of-launch activities. The
simulation executes the flight software to
generate real-time predictions of launchvehicle behavior during atmospheric flight
on launch day. Wind data measured by
weather balloons at the launch site are
incorporated into the simulation to allow
for up-to-date predictions. Structural loads
and engine deflections are found from
these real-time predictions and compared
with launch-day limits. This capability allows Aerospace to make a go/no-go launch
recommendation based on flight-software
performance in the face of actual conditions at the launch site.
Aerospace also develops and maintains
hardware-in-the-loop simulations for
satellites. Independent analysis is carried
out by developing models of the spacecraft
dynamics, including all deployables (solar
arrays, antennae, etc.), control sensors,
and actuators. For example, the Global
Positioning System Block IIR spacecraft
has 13 articulated bodies, all modeled and
simulated. In each hardware-in-the-loop
simulation, the actual flight computer or
equivalent is included. Mission assurance
is enhanced by this independent analysis
through the use of both scientific and
hardware-in-the-loop real-time simulations that are used to validate the attitude
control design, performance, and stability
of the satellite. Included in this validation
are the control laws that are implemented
in the flight code.
Independent testing with the hardwarein-the-loop simulator leads to discovery
of flight-software weaknesses, which are
brought to the attention of the contractor.
Workarounds or design changes are used
to eliminate or mitigate the weaknesses.
The simulator is used to support launch
training, launch support, and on-orbit
anomalies if they occur. This can include
validation of the contractor’s flight-code
software patches before they are loaded up
to the spacecraft.
Aerospace continues to improve the
fidelity of the vehicle dynamics and flight
environment models that are used by the
scientific and hardware-in-the-loop simulations. One example is a new integrated

simulation that combines a 6-degreesof-freedom, rigid-body simulation with a
computational fluid-dynamics simulation.
This integrated simulation allows Aerospace to analyze the interactions between
fuel/oxidizer dynamics, stability control,
attitude control, and other interactions
with flight code. This new simulation capability is a first step in Aerospace’s plans
to integrate simulation models developed
in house. This systems simulation environment would more fully ensure that all
subsystems that interact with software/
hardware avionics are fully tested.
Aerospace has made major contributions to software mission assurance for
launch vehicles and continues to pursue a
number of diverse efforts to maintain and
enhance its leading-edge role in software
mission assurance for space systems. These
include defining the contents of critical
technical contract deliverables for software, tailoring space and ground reliability
standards and their associated contractual
deliverables to include software, using
static and dynamic software analysis tools
for identifying problems in software products, evaluating contractor compliance
with software development and testing
processes, defining software technology
readiness levels and evaluating software
technology readiness for programs, and
performing research in software reliability
and software acquisition.
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Mission Assurance:
A Human-Rated Space Perspective
Aerospace has a long history of working with NASA on
mission assurance initiatives for humans as they venture into space.
Garry Boggan

A

erospace is no stranger to mission assurance for
human-rated space programs, including those of
the early space race. The National Aeronautics and
Space Act of 1958 stated as an objective “the development
and operation of vehicles capable of carrying instruments,
equipment, supplies and living organisms through space.”
Aerospace assisted in early efforts for the Mercury and
Gemini programs, sharing its expertise in launch vehicles.
Later, when the Air Force planned to deliver satellites to
orbit using the Space Transportation System, Aerospace
worked to assist in this goal. But after the Challenger accident in 1986, the Air Force decided to deliver defense
payloads into orbit using unmanned launch vehicles.
Nevertheless, Aerospace stayed involved with NASA
programs. Today, Aerospace personnel working at Johnson
Space Center in Houston support the NASA Space Shuttle
Program and the military Space Test Program. For more
than a decade, Aerospace employees have worked with the
NASA Office of Safety and Mission Assurance performing
independent assessments during the development and deployment of the International Space Station. Aerospace also
assisted the NASA Space Shuttle Systems Engineering and
Integration Office directly following the Columbia tragedy,
working on return-to-flight initiatives and an ongoing effort for debris risk characterization and testing.

NASA policy allocates responsibilities for mission success
to the mission directorate associate administrators, center
directors, the chief safety and mission assurance officer, and
program managers, as well as to supervisors, managers, and
employees.
While all space systems share a risk to the general public of accidents on ascent and reentry, human-rated space
programs must also be developed with consideration of the
risks posed to humans on the flight and those in orbital
space system segments. Humans in space are vulnerable to a
loss of atmosphere or exposure to hazardous environments,
such as fire or radiation. These and other considerations
must be addressed so that the support systems in a space vehicle are provided with an appropriately redundant design.
Requirements for safe extravehicular activities by humans
must also be considered.
These human-rating requirements—and their contribution to mission assurance and success—are by policy the
responsibility of the program managers. Other NASA
organizations and contractors support program managers
as the system requirements are implemented. Endorsement by contractors, NASA project and program managers, and higher-level NASA management occurs through
a sequence of flight-readiness reviews prior to mission
deployment.

Mission Assurance Perspectives

Safety and Mission Assurance Policies

Mission assurance, from an Aerospace perspective, is the
disciplined application of general systems engineering,
quality, and management principles toward achieving mission success. It focuses on the detailed engineering of the
acquired system using independent technical assessments
as a cornerstone throughout the entire concept and requirements definition, design, development, production, test,
deployment, and operations phases.
Mission assurance within NASA is formally aligned
under the Office of Safety and Mission Assurance; however,

NASA policy distinguishes between human-rated space
systems and nonhuman systems. Space systems and their
human-rating requirements have evolved over the years,
and a review of related specifications and handbooks offers
a snapshot of this evolution. For example, lessons learned
provide a basis for adaptation and, ideally, improvement of
system expectations. Problem-reporting systems are a collection of experiences with systems during development and
deployment. Procedures for addressing the root causes of
problems, evaluating the risks of using “as is,” or requiring
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Left: The capsule of the Apollo/Saturn 204 space vehicle after the tragic flash fire
that killed three astronauts readying for flight. Right: The exterior of the spacecraft

immediate mitigation and fielding corrective actions, are all elements of the safety
and mission assurance discipline and support the implementation of these policies.
NASA directives and work instructions
are designed to help implement established
safety and mission assurance policies, addressing the fundamental issues of considering the safety of the flight crew as well as
ensuring mission success. These directives
and work instructions help guide program
managers, the engineering and program
teams, and contractors.
Events can drive changes to policies
and how they are implemented. The flashfire on January 27, 1967, that killed the
Apollo 1 crew was a jolt to NASA and
drove the agency to address safety as part
of its culture. The team that led the failure
investigation identified flaws in all aspects
of the capsule design, operations, and testing. NASA took efforts to increase flight
crew safety by addressing basic operational
concepts, such as reducing the likelihood
of a fire by making changes to the capsule’s
atmosphere while on the ground and introducing fireproof covers for suits. Design
flaws were also addressed, such as providing
for quicker crew escape with a redesigned
hatch, by reducing flammable materials in
the capsule, and by redesigning electrical
connections to avoid disconnects with the
power on. Even with these fixes and lessons
learned, the Apollo program still encountered problems that impacted safety of
flight, including the well-publicized Apollo

after the fire. Results of the investigation into the cause of the fire led to major
design and engineering modifications for future space capsules.

13 mishap. In the Apollo 13 case, a design
discrepancy within the oxygen tank, coupled with improvised ground procedures,
were identified as the likely cause of the
on-orbit explosion that could have ended in
tragedy if not for an available lunar module
refuge and operational workarounds.
As it began its initial set of orbital tests
on April 21, 1981, the space shuttle represented the start of a new mode of space
transportation—that of a large, mostly
reusable space vehicle. Reusability brought
its own set of concerns, namely, that the
vehicle’s design had to address the rigors
of multiple launches and recoveries. Unfortunately, the program has witnessed its
own set of problems, in which the objective
of crew safety fell victim to mistakes and
failures in the safety and mission assurance
processes, as exemplified by the losses of
Challenger in 1986 and Columbia in 2003.
In the case of the Challenger disaster,
the Rogers Commission highlighted the
root cause as a leaky O-ring on the starboard solid rocket motor that allowed hot
exhaust gases to compromise the external
tank. But the commission also wrote a
chapter about the “silent safety program”
that contributed to organizational missteps.
The commission highlighted pressures to
maintain the launch schedule as contributing to the accident.
More than 15 years later, the Columbia
accident raised additional concerns about
lapses in safety. Aerospace assisted the Columbia Accident Investigation Board fol-

lowing this loss. The board recommended
changes within NASA to instill a renewed
commitment to safety and mission success,
including providing independent reviews
and elevating dissenting opinions to program managers.
The organization and operation of
NASA’s Mission Management Team was
changed as a result of the board’s recommendations. This team is responsible for
making programmatic decisions and trades
associated with launch countdown and inflight activities. The Mission Management
Team is now responsible for oversight and
daily reviews of ongoing operations during shuttle flights, while the flight control
team and flight crew continue to have
operational authority of all crew and mission safety matters. Mission Management
Team roles and responsibilities are assigned
to several elements of the Space Shuttle
Program, including the Office of Safety
and Mission Assurance, which is charged
with reporting independent risk evaluations of anomalies, in-flight anomalies, and
problem reports, and elevating concerns
through the in-flight crew safety and mission success reporting process.
The paths leading up to deployment
of an operational system must also be
included in safety and mission assurance
policies and processes. NASA has implemented these procedures agency-wide
within its civil servant and contractor
organizations. Individual NASA centers
also house their own safety and mission
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a ssurance organizations, and supporting
contractors participate in program reviews
and analyses. Contractors charged with the
development of flight hardware and systems are also tasked with including mission
assurance functions in their development
and manufacturing processes. They must
supply NASA with the information necessary to meet the safety and mission assurance requirements levied on their system.

Using the shuttle’s robotic arm and 50-foot-long Orbiter Boom Sensor System, the STS-118 crew photographed
this close-up view of damaged tile on the underside of the Endeavour during an inspection of the shuttle’s heat
shield while docked with the International Space Station on August 12, 2007. After extensive analysis, engineers
decided that the tile did not need to be replaced before the shuttle disembarked for a return to Earth.

technology evaluated by Aerospace prior to
the ISS 6A mission, which was launched
in 2001 and was the sixth American flight
delivering materials for the construction of
the International Space Station.
Aerospace was asked to evaluate the
plasma charging models developed for
the space station because NASA was concerned for the crew’s safety in respect to
the level of electrical discharge that might
traverse a spacesuit during a spacewalk.
Aerospace and NASA reviewed the space-
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Aerospace has also provided support in addressing technical challenges encountered
by the International Space Station. During
the station’s development phase, Aerospace
addressed technical concerns during several
independent assessments. These included
component breakdown phenomena present
in the design of the electrical power system,
such as the dc-to-dc converter unit, and
concerns with the remote power control
module. Aerospace assessed the fiber optics
integral to the onboard avionics computer
network because there was concern that
the installation procedures could degrade
the transmission quality of the communication path between the avionics boxes.
NASA also asked Aerospace to assist in
evaluating technology for maintaining the
fiber-optic cable installation and signal
integrity equipment being considered for
use on orbit. The flight equipment, an optical time-domain reflectometer, is based on
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The International Space Station

The on-orbit imagery collection procedures that were updated following the Columbia accident help to
better inform the flight control team, the flight crew, and the mission management team of the state of
the shuttle after its ascent. This image from STS-121 shows an inspection of the external tank following its
separation from the orbiter. Astronauts use handheld cameras to evaluate the performance of the external
tank foam after it has experienced the rigors of ascent heating. The digital photographs are downlinked to
engineers for imagery analysis. The shadow of the orbiter is shown on the intertank region. Missing foam is
shown near the foot of the third ice/frost ramp from the intertank flange. Foam ramps are used to provide a
more aerodynamic shape for the brackets supporting the tank repress lines. Design changes to the orbiter
systems include adding imagery assets that will work in sunlit and unlighted separations.
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craft charging models and environments
and compared them to those used for
military satellite operations. In addition to
review of the orbital environment (i.e., the
ambient electron density and temperature,
and variations based on orbital parameters and seasons), Aerospace reviewed
contractor-developed models for validity
of ground rules and assumptions, such as
charge-collection areas based on physical
configuration.
Aerospace evaluated command and control software procedures used to increase
the capability of the International Space
Station throughout various configuration
changes, and also assisted in developing
an observation window that would satisfy
stringent optical requirements for on-orbit
photographic experiments. The internal active thermal control system that provides
cooling for the internal heat sources of the
space station was evaluated by Aerospace
for corrosion and microbial contamination. Aerospace chemists reviewed the
system configuration and its operation
in the orbital environment, conducted
analyses of the material compatibility and
possible causes of corrosion, made recommendations of options, and evaluated a
contractor-offered solution. The operation
of this thermal control system remains
under observation to ensure that the solution implemented provides the necessary
mitigation.
As the International Space Station began operations, NASA began a review of
the system-readiness reporting procedures
and asked Aerospace to evaluate options
for improving the status reporting of the
various distributed systems. This analysis

Analysis Techniques for the Space Shuttle

Aerospace personnel have conducted extensive testing of foam debris in
support of the Space Shuttle Systems Engineering and Integration Office
at NASA’s Johnson Space Center. These tests began in support of STS114 return-to-flight activity, but expanded in depth and scope for STS-121
and beyond. Here, Brian Hardy of Laboratory Operations prepares
external-tank foam samples for combined environments testing.

Matt Eby, Vehicle Systems Division,
and John Brekke, Space Launch
Operations, review damage to the
orbiter’s thermal protection system
tiles following its return from space.

An image of a foam particle striking
a sample shuttle tile as photographed
from a high-speed camera in a laboratory at Aerospace.

Tim Graves from the Space
Materials Laboratory prepares the debris impact shock
cannon for testing small foam
on shuttle tiles.
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New operational techniques have been developed for on-orbit inspection of the
orbiter’s thermal protection system tiles. The image on the left shows a protruding gapfiller on STS-121 and the gaps between the tiles where heat resistant filler
material can protrude following ascent environments. The image on the right is a

included developing a methodology that
would provide linkage of the relationships
between redundant system components,
on-orbit spares, and flight rule procedures
for workarounds.
Trash and how it is discarded is a logistical problem for an orbital human-rated
station. Trash in space is typically stored for
eventual return to Earth via an expendable
capsule, such as Russia’s Progress spacecraft
or onboard the orbiter itself. One idea
was to discard the trash overboard so that
it would disintegrate during reentry. An
Aerospace and space station program team
worked together to assess the risks to the
public from trash that would survive reentry, and also for the potential of an increase
in orbital debris.
The Apollo-Soyuz interchange, American participation on Russia’s Mir space station, and involvement of Russian spacecraft
and ground elements (i.e., Soyuz, Progress,
and Baikonur) in the International Space
Station program offer opportunities to
evaluate risk management and mission assurance processes from different cultures
and nations. Aerospace has also supported
NASA with independent assessments
for encryption analysis for the command
and control communication of the Zarya
module of the space station, evaluation of
Russian nickel-cadmium batteries, and
postentry analysis of the Mir space station.
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photograph taken by an astronaut in space of the underside of space shuttle Discovery on mission STS-114. The new techniques help to identify additional debris
threats not considered by NASA prior to the Columbia tragedy in 2003.

Space Shuttle Return to Flight

NASA focused on reinvigorating its systems engineering capabilities following the
investigation into the Columbia accident.
Aerospace assisted these and other returnto-flight activities, working closely with
NASA’s Space Shuttle Systems Engineering and Integration Office and its Safety
and Mission Assurance organization. Aerospace helped develop plans for recertification of the vehicle, assisted in developing
a method to assess the risks of debris in
comparison to the capabilities of the vehicle and its components, and helped in the
understanding of new imagery technology
that would evaluate debris during ascent.
Aerospace worked with NASA to develop a debris risk assessment approach
that evolved from a basic understanding
of risks to establishing a probabilistic assessment technique for determining the
debris threat to the space shuttle system’s
capabilities. The goal was to understand
the origins of all potential debris sources
and determine the level of threat from each
one. Meanwhile, the vulnerabilities of the
various components, such as the reinforced
carbon-carbon or ceramic tiles of the orbiter’s thermal protection system, were being scrutinized. The analysis revealed that
the strength of these structural capabilities did not remain intact after reuse. This
reduction in capability had to be factored
into NASA’s debris threat risk assessment.

Aerospace has since participated in risk assessments of foam debris, including on the
Discovery STS-114 return-to-flight mission in 2005, and subsequent flights.
Aerospace has also been supporting
NASA’s Space Shuttle Program by testing
iceballs to understand the physics of their
release and breakup, performing residual
risk analysis on the potential for metal particle combustion with the orbiter’s liquidoxygen system, and assisting in structural
modeling. Aerospace has also worked on
propellant quality methodology comparisons between approaches used in the
Space Shuttle Program and for expendable
launch vehicles, assisted in peer reviews
of wind-tunnel test planning and evaluation of results from thermal and acoustics
testing, and with tin whisker concerns for
orbiter avionics. Aerospace assists NASA
with estimates of risks to the public on
shuttle reentry sites and provides support
on in-flight anomaly investigations, safety
reviews, and integrated hazard reports.
Aerospace is acknowledged as playing “a
key role for systems engineering for debris
and end-to-end Monte Carlo analysis” in
NASA’s 2007 implementation plan, “Space
Shuttle Return to Flight and Beyond.”

Conclusion

Aerospace’s involvement with mission assurance for NASA programs has evolved
into support of independent evaluations

of advanced human-rated space programs, including an orbital space-plane
project where program requirements were
evaluated for interface, safety, and allocation requirements.
Aerospace has also provided independent assessments for launch vehicle
structural and propulsion technology trade
studies in support of the most recent vision
for space exploration. As the human-rated
space program takes its next steps with the
Constellation program, Aerospace plans to
support NASA in mission assurance activities, just as it has since the beginnings of
Project Mercury.
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NASA-STD-8739.8 (2005); and “Management
of Government Quality Assurance Functions
for NASA Contracts,” NPR 8735.2A (2006).
(All NASA policies published by NASA,
Washington, D.C.)
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Battery Testing and Assessment
to Promote Mission Assurance
Aerospace expertise in diverse cell chemistries and technologies has helped resolve
numerous issues with launch and space system batteries.
Valerie Ang, Boyd Carter, Warren Hwang, Margot Wasz, and Albert Zimmerman

B

atteries are used on all space and launch vehicles.
These batteries consist of a number of cells, usually
connected in series, and sensors to monitor conditions such as voltage and temperature. Space systems impose
stringent requirements concerning mass, stability, reliability,
and performance that typically necessitate batteries that are
specifically designed for space applications. For example,
requirements for high energy density favor cell chemistries
with highly reactive electrochemical electrodes that can
provide tremendous electrical power on demand; however,
these cells degrade over time, and their highly reactive, highsurface-area electrodes can participate in a number of side
reactions and processes. Performance requirements, such as
20 years of service life and 50,000 charge/discharge cycles,
stretch the capabilities of the cell technologies and designs.
Cells and batteries also need to meet high safety standards,
remain stable through long storage periods, and withstand
the stressful launch environment. Batteries for space applications are specially designed and tested to meet these multiple
requirements. For space vehicles, nickel hydrogen (NiH2),
nickel cadmium (NiCd), and lithium ion (Li-ion) are the
technologies now in use or under consideration. For launch
vehicles, silver-oxide–zinc (AgZn) batteries have traditionally been used, and Li-ion technology is being considered.
Battery tests and test assessments at Aerospace have supported mission assurance by helping to define requirements
and verify that selected batteries can meet them. These
tests—at the battery, cell, and cell-component levels—have
involved multiple programs and suppliers and provided critical information for both generic and specific battery types.
They have shown that large decreases in battery performance
can often be traced to issues with cell components, such as
the positive electrode, the negative electrode, the separator
between the electrodes, and the electrolyte that transports
charge during cell operation.

Nickel Hydrogen

In the 1980s, the Air Force began its Nickel-Hydrogen
Cell-Test Program, an extensive effort to life-test several new
cell designs. Aerospace initiated the program concept and
provided the planning, technical oversight, analysis, and assessments for the tests. Still active, the program has provided
long-term low-Earth-orbit life-test data for NiH2 cells, with
variations in cell vendors, cell designs per vendor, temperature, depth of discharge, and storage. Results have shown
how these variables affect battery life and have provided the
basis for mission life verification for several programs. The
present testing is providing more extensive life data for specific variables and is helping improve the fidelity of NiH2 life
performance models.
Early research and testing at Aerospace helped clarify the
cause of permanent loss of capacity in NiH2 batteries during prelaunch storage. At that time, the batteries were made
from cells that maintained an excess of hydrogen gas upon
complete discharge (a condition known as hydrogen precharge). The capacity loss was caused by slow reactions of the
hydrogen gas that predominate at low cell voltages. This understanding led to changes in cell designs, and all NiH2 cells
are now made with an excess of nickel rather than an excess
of hydrogen upon complete discharge. This change has dramatically reduced the number of batteries in space programs
exhibiting loss of capacity as a result of hydrogen precharge.
Still, the excess nickel in NiH2 can decrease with time,
and cells originally made with nickel precharge can acquire
a hydrogen precharge, with its associated capacity loss.
Aerospace characterized the different voltage signatures for
cells with the two types of precharge and used this information to develop a simple, nondestructive test that is widely
used to monitor battery cells prior to launch. The test entails
completely discharging the battery at the launch site and
monitoring the recovery of the open-circuit cell voltage. The
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Latent leaks were discovered in the fill tubes of NiCd cells in flight batteries that had been stored for several
years. X rays and destructive physical analyses revealed that the leaks were caused by the propagation of cracks
in the fill tube. These cracks were reaching large internal voids in the weld region, caused by electrolyte left
in the fill tubes prior to their pinch-off closure and weld. Based on these tests, Aerospace developed a way to
screen for potential cell leaks.

voltage signature indicates whether the cells
in the battery still have nickel precharge.
The first NiH2 cells used in space were
designed with separators made of asbestos,
a material used in fuel cells. Aerospace tests,
using a unique gas-sampling apparatus,
detected chemical contamination from
the asbestos, which had been stored under
uncontrolled conditions. This contamination reduced usable capacity over time.
This finding helped to promote better cell
designs that used a separator made from
zirconium oxide, a material that does not
exhibit the contamination problem and that
retains electrolyte more readily; this material is now used by all space vehicles that use
NiH2.
Liquid electrolyte in the central electrolyte stack in NiH2 cells can condense on the
colder cell walls during normal operation. In
ground tests, this liquid would collect at the
cell bottom, but in space, it would remain
along the wall. If the electrolyte freezes on
the wall, or if the average condensation rate
away from the stack is greater than average
electrolyte return rate along the wall wick (a
structure designed to return liquid from the
wall to the stack), then the cell can suffer

from insufficient electrolyte. Aerospace
developed a unique, nondestructive acoustic
method to detect liquid levels at the bottom of NiH2 cells during ground testing.
The method was used by a program that
had experienced a battery failure during
testing. The method showed that the failure
was the result of improper test design and
that modifications in thermal control would
avoid any problem in space. The method is
now being used on internal tests of other
programs.

Nickel Cadmium

A life-test program for NiCd batteries—
similar to the Nickel-Hydrogen Cell-Test
Program—was initiated and overseen by
Aerospace for design variations in NiCd
technology. Assessments of results identified designs with sufficient performance life
and aided the selection of cells for several
space-vehicle programs. In cases where the
mission durations were short and program
managers wanted to use commercial NiCd
cells, Aerospace tests were used to establish
qualification and acceptance tests and to
verify life capability. Results from internal tests and assessments of external tests

were also used to help Air Force Range
Safety develop guidelines for using commercial NiCd batteries on space and launch
vehicles.
Aerospace has also developed a unique
destructive physical analysis to assess the
condition of stored sample cells from a
flight lot. The process entails disassembling
the cells in oxygen-free conditions; the
amount of active material in various oxidation states of the electrodes can then be
electrochemically quantified. Results from
this type of test have been used to help assess shelf-life extensions for space vehicle
programs that use NiCd batteries.
In one test program, latent leaks were
discovered in the fill tubes of NiCd cells.
These flight units had been stored for
several years and had passed periodic leak
tests. Aerospace guided and closely coordinated the root cause investigations,
which involved three programs and two
prime contractors. X rays and destructive
physical analyses of a large number of cells
indicated that the leaks were caused by the
propagation of cracks in the fill tube used
to introduce electrolyte into the cell during
manufacturing. The cracks were reaching
large internal voids in the weld region and
connecting them to the outside. The voids
were caused by electrolyte left in the fill
tubes before their pinch-off closure and
weld. Based on these tests results, Aerospace helped develop an x-ray procedure for
screening cells for potential leaks; thanks to
this procedure, all three programs were able
to use the batteries successfully.

Silver-Oxide Zinc

The AgZn battery has been used in all
launch vehicle programs since the 1950s because it is robust, energy dense, and capable
of providing high currents at a low system
weight. Its common failure modes, such as
internal shorting and electrolyte spewing,
are well known and understood—as are the
more unusual failure modes, such as the
sensitivity of the cellophane separator to
sugar crystals or the relationship between
current capability and cell compression.
Aerospace has captured many of these “lessons learned” in technical reports and has
also used them to develop a menu-driven
software program that can diagnose the
most likely causes of abnormal battery behavior. Developed for NASA, this expert
system has proven highly effective in responding to battery failures close to launch.
For example, a week before launch, a
low capacity was found in a coupon cell (a
sample cell from the production lot) associated with the flight hardware. The expert
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system was used to identify a likely cause:
direct exposure to air after electrolyte was
added to the battery cells. The contractor then found that the coupon cells for a
follow-on flight were being built without
the necessary valves to prevent exposure
to air. Aerospace conducted a quick physical analysis of the low-capacity cells and
produced evidence consistent with the
scenario. The flight batteries were approved for use once it was verified that
processing procedures would not permit
a similar mistake on the flight hardware,
and the mission was successfully flown on
schedule.
Similarly, low performance of another
battery being processed for flight was also
evaluated and found to be caused by a
current collector that was thinner than in
previous builds of the same design. The
current collector in these batteries was
a highly conductive grid used inside the
electrode plates to reduce resistance and
provide mechanical strength. The relationship between the thickness of the grid
and conductivity was confirmed using a
four-point probe, and the impact on voltage during discharge was found to be consistent with the performance losses seen
on the flight batteries. That mission also
flew on time and without anomaly with
batteries produced at the same time as
the suspect hardware because Aerospace’s
evaluation confirmed that the condition
was screenable by test.
The open-circuit voltage of AgZn
batteries in launch vehicles is closely
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Cell 2

Voltage

monitored through the umbilical connection to the ground support equipment to
detect problems prior to launch. In one
instance, unexpected voltage trends for a
new battery design and new vehicle caused
concern from range safety about possible
leakage currents and paths caused by an
unknown mechanism with unpredictable
consequences. Internal tests and analyses
demonstrated that the phenomenon was
the result of chemical phase realignment at
the current collectors, caused by the connection loads from other active electronic
devices on the electrical bus. Because
these loads were so small—on the order
of microamps—they were not simulated
during qualification testing. Using precision test equipment capable of applying
loads in the nanoamp range, the connection loads were applied to a variety of test
cells under different states of charge to
reproduce the effect. Then, mission loads
were simulated to demonstrate that cell
performance was still acceptable. These results provided confidence in the new flight
designs and reduced concerns about insufficient remaining battery capacity.

Lithium Ion

Safety of space Li-ion cells and batteries
is a concern that needs to be addressed for
mission assurance. The safety issues can
vary according to the design of the cell,
battery, and control electronics. When
the lack of a safety demonstration caused
concern for one of the first U.S. missions
to use Li-ion batteries, testing of the cells

under conditions that enveloped worstcase safety conditions was performed. The
tests were quickly designed and carried out
to assess worst-case discharge, overcharge,
and temperature. The results, which demonstrated safety under worst-case conditions, were presented to range personnel
in time to avoid any launch schedule slip.
Those results, along with results from
other safety tests of performance limits, are
providing an expanding database for mission assurance questions of this new space
technology.

Conclusion

Battery tests and test assessments at Aerospace have supported mission assurance
for all space battery technologies used in
high-reliability space and launch vehicle
applications. Results have led to improvements in technologies, procedures, testing,
and reliability. In a number of cases, results
have allowed the maintenance of schedule
in high-reliability programs.
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The Space Quality
Improvement Council
The national security space community has embraced cooperation and collective
action as the best way to meet the mission assurance challenges faced by all.
Gary Schipper

I

n the late 1990s, a rash of satellite and launch vehicle
anomalies severely curtailed national space system capabilities. A concerned Congress and Department of
Defense initiated a Broad Area Review of the U.S. space
industry, which found that shortfalls in contractor engineering and quality practices, along with U.S. Government
emphasis on cost and schedule over mission success, were
largely responsible for the loss of critical space assets. As part
of a comprehensive effort to get the industry back on track,
Aerospace began investigating ways to put into practice a
renewed emphasis on mission success. One key element that
needed to be addressed was reluctance and, in many cases,
inability within the contractor community to share information, discuss common concerns, and work together to resolve
industry-wide difficulties. Also lacking was a way for consensus perspectives and recommendations of the contractor
community to reach national security space leadership.
As an objective third party, Aerospace was in a unique
position to orchestrate such a dialog and forum for action
among the contractors themselves and between the contractors and key government personnel. To that end, Aerospace
established the Space Quality Improvement Council (SQIC)
in 2001, an industry forum dedicated to identifying and
collaboratively solving systemic problems across the design,
development, deployment, operation, and acquisition of national space systems. The contractor community was quick to
embrace the idea, understanding that a failure for anyone is
a problem for everyone, affecting the technical decisions, risk
profiles, scheduling, and cost structure of every other program in development. Moreover, by speaking with a unified
voice, contractors would be better positioned to make policy
recommendations that would improve the business environment while serving the broader interests of national security.
The SQIC provides a unique and effective means for contractor cooperation and contractor-customer communication
and action.

“Nobody wants to see a
national asset go up with a
known problem, whether a
competitor’s or our own. It’s a
small community, and it hurts
us all when a failure occurs.”
— 2002 SQIC quality
assurance study
Charter and Composition

SQIC membership is composed of The Aerospace Corporation and executive-level mission assurance and engineering leadership from ATK, Ball Aerospace & Technologies
Corp., Boeing, General Dynamics, ITT, Lockheed Martin,
Northrop Grumman, Orbital Sciences Corp., Pratt & Whitney, Raytheon, Space Systems/Loral, and United Launch
Alliance. The SQIC is cosponsored by Lt. Gen. Michael A.
Hamel, Commander, Space and Missile Systems Center,
USAF Space Command; Lt. Gen. Henry A. “Trey” Obering III, Director, Missile Defense Agency; Maj. Gen. James
B. Armor Jr., Director, National Security Space Office; Brig.
Gen. Edward L. Bolton Jr., Deputy Director, Systems Integration and Engineering, National Reconnaissance Office;
and Bryan D. O’Connor, Chief Safety and Mission Assurance Officer, NASA. As the sole FFRDC on the roster,

A Space Quality Improvement Council meeting held in June, 2007, at The Aerospace Corporation in El Segundo, California. The group of aerospace industry leaders is dedicated to identifying and collaboratively solving issues faced by a variety of stakeholders in the national security space community.

Aerospace serves as a member, impartial
host, and intermediary for the government
and contractors.
The SQIC operates as a nonattributive
body, where perspectives and recommendations for improvement are carried forward
to the cosponsors as representing the industry consensus, and initiatives of the SQIC
are executed cooperatively by all. Though
competitors for government contracts,
SQIC members have recognized that raising the caliber of national space programs
through cooperation benefits the industry
as a whole. And this collective drive toward
risk reduction and elevated mission assurance has been recognized by the SQIC’s
cosponsors, who regard the council as an
efficient, institutionalized, trusted means for
bringing industry contributions directly into
their program and acquisition decisions.
SQIC members meet approximately
twice per year, with additional subgroup and
special-topic technical meetings as needed.
These biannual meetings proceed in two
parts. The morning begins with a closed
session for contractors only. This is followed
in the afternoon by the sponsor forum, in
which consensus perspectives and recommendations from the morning’s session are
presented to the SQIC cosponsors without
attribution, and action plans are discussed
and formalized. This two-part format allows
open discussion of problems and lessons
learned among the contractors, including
highly informative failure reviews and proprietary information that may be germane
to resolving problems but inappropriate to
disclose out of program context to government customers. Additionally, it allows open
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discussion of areas where the contractors
believe that government acquisition and
management practices may be complicit in
the issues and problems being addressed. It
has proven extremely valuable—ultimately
essential—for SQIC discussions to include
direct and informed critique of the government’s role alongside the contractors’ own
challenges. This enables the group to resolve
action plans and implement initiatives to
address mission assurance and program executability shortfalls head-on.

Major Initiatives

While the meetings provide a focal point for
the SQIC, the most significant work continues year-round. Some of the key initiatives
that the SQIC has undertaken include the
prioritization of specifications and standards
for reimplementation as compliance documents on national security space programs;
creation of a mission assurance best practices
symposium; comparative analysis of quality
assurance approaches; creation of the Supplier Quality Initiative to address quality
and subcontract management shortfalls in
the space system supply chain; drafting of a
memorandum of understanding for critical
data-sharing during anomaly-investigation
lockdowns; dissemination of critical technology industrial-base reports identifying
root causes and improvement opportunities
to ensure the viability of the domestic space
supply chain; examination of technology
transition alternatives for critical space technologies; studies of workforce and resource
limitations; coordinated vetting of new and
updated specifications and standards slated
for government implementation; a study

of counterfeit parts; and the definition of
uniform subcontractor requirements and assessment criteria. These are not small undertakings nor candidates for easy resolution,
yet all significantly relate to the health and
continuous improvement of mission assurance across national space programs.
One of the more significant initiatives
of the SQIC has been the creation of the
National Security Space Advisory Forum
(NSSAF). In 2003, a SQIC study investigated the use of lessons-learned repositories,
shared failure data and anomaly resources,
and the use of such data sources in conjunction with system engineering and anomaly
investigation processes within the contractor community. This study revealed a clear
need for an early warning anomaly and alert
system for problems affecting spacecraft,
payload, launch, and ground systems at the
part, material, and system levels. Existing
industry-wide problem-alert resources were
not supporting the specialized nature, proprietary controls, and timeliness required
to identify and remedy potentially systemic
problems early in a space system’s development cycle, resulting in costly late-term
fixes or irrecoverable on-orbit anomalies.
The SQIC created and implemented the
NSSAF by means of a secure, Web-based
resource specifically developed for sharing critical space-system anomaly data and
problem alerts. It was designed to complement and augment the Government-Industry Data Exchange Program (GIDEP), a
general program for the exchange of technical information and data (particularly failure
data and corrective actions) between diverse
government agencies and participating contractors. The NSSAF allows space industry
contractors to share information about parts
problems, test results, failure investigations,
system and subsystem anomalies, and lessons learned in a controlled environment.
It became fully operational in September
2005 and is in use by all SQIC member
organizations. In its first four months, it
proved instrumental in facilitating the secure exchange of highly technical failure
data associated with a critical space system
part, enabling an immediate, coordinated,
and successful risk assessment before the
imminent launch of a national space asset.
Aerospace directs and administers the NSSAF and helps the contractor community
investigate and resolve technical and operational anomalies as they are identified.

Cooperation and Community

The SQIC has also become a valuable point
of origin for collaborative technical investigations involving systemic anomalies that

A Savvy Consumer: Educating the Acquisition Community
The term “smarter buyer” has entered the lexicon of the government
space workforce, thanks in part to Aerospace’s popular Smarter Buyer
course, which has been given more than 40 times to more than 1200
government program managers and their staff since 2004. The one-day
class is designed to help participants perform four specific functions:
1. Define what the government is buying, along with appropriate
value trades.
2. Set and manage the acceptable level of program risk to ensure
mission success through program executability.
3. Accept accountability for the work of contractors and their suppliers
and ensure that contractors use validated processes that produce
predictable results.
4. Assess contractor performance and provide proper incentives.
Smarter Buyer provides insight into what motivates a contractor to work
in the space business and investigates ways to create mutually beneficial
plans for success. For example, although government and industry partner to ensure mission success, industry has the added goal of making
the best use of resources to maximize corporate earnings and shareholder value. At times, this need for financial performance conflicts with
the need to ensure mission success. This is the case, for instance, when
contractors “bid to win.” This contract capture strategy takes a very lean
approach to staffing and accomplishing tasks and relies on a successoriented approach without much risk reserve. Bidding to win to preserve

may affect multiple programs, contractors,
and customers. The trusted relationships
among SQIC members have proven an
invaluable element in the rapid, targeted exchange of failure and anomaly data critical
to the investigation and resolution of root
cause and potential impacts. Some recent
investigations have been pursued via the
SQIC body as a whole, while others simply
exploit the executive-level relationships and
expert communities represented among the
SQIC membership: launch vehicles and
propulsion systems, satellites and interplanetary vehicles, ground and communication
systems, and payloads and hardware for remote sensing, navigation, meteorology, and
space-based communications.
This was a key objective of the SQIC
from the outset: to strengthen the trust
and cooperative spirit among the national
space contractor community. Another goal
was to harmonize the objectives, practices,
and acquisition policies of space system
customers, principally the Air Force Space
and Missile Systems Center, National
Reconnaissance Office, Missile Defense
Agency, and NASA. While each has its
own processes for ensuring the success of
acquired and deployed systems, there has

strategic and financial targets may impede mission assurance activities
because it limits contingency responses when risks are realized.
The success of the first Smarter Buyer course, focused on industry perspectives, spawned the concept for a series of related courses for government acquisition personnel. For example, the Smarter Buyer 2 class
will focus on program executability. In particular, it will examine ways
to establish program performance expectations that support both the
acquisition baseline and the need to ensure mission success. It will emphasize the importance of program executability assessment points—a
fundamental principle that considers mission assurance as a set of activities and assessments that are applied across the life cycle of a program,
not just during the prelaunch verification.
Other Smarter Buyer courses are on the drawing board. Smarter
Buyer 3, focusing on mission assurance, is planned for 2008. This oneday course will explain how to organize the government team, levy contractor work, and integrate results to prioritize mission success throughout
the program life cycle. Smarter Buyer 4, on software-intensive systems, is
also planned for release next year.
The educational design team is also considering a course on parts,
materials, and processes along with a Smarter Seller course to round
out the curriculum.
—Al Hoheb, Principal Engineer

been, in the past, little cross-fertilization of
best practices or any effort to derive an optimal and uniform acquisition model. And
while the SQIC is neither resourced nor
chartered to realize this grand goal, bringing the largely common contractor body
together with the different customers has
made it easier to address global shortfalls
in acquisition practice and policy and has
elevated awareness in the benefits of uniform processes. Nothing has demonstrated
this better than the reimplementation of
specifications and standards to the acquisition baseline. Having a common set—or
at least a common core set—of specifications and standards between customers can
lead to tremendous cost savings through
repeatability of design and development processes at contractors. And this, in turn, raises
confidence in those processes because they
don’t have to be reexamined and reinvented
for each customer and program. Steps taken
via the SQIC to prioritize uniform compliance specifications and standards for all space
systems and customers has set a valuable and
successful example for broader multiagency
space acquisition practices.
In the past year, the scope of the SQIC
has broadened still further through two

spinoffs. The first, the National Space
Supplier Council, was established by
the National Security Space Office to
approach industrial base issues with
third- and fourth-tier suppliers. The second, the SQIC Science and Technology
Sub-Council, was created to improve technology transition processes and funding
unique to national space system development and acquisition.

Conclusion

The SQIC has continued to grow in relevance, effectiveness, participation, and recognition, even though no SQIC meeting,
issue, or initiative is ever centered around
success or a job well done. The premise of
the SQIC has been that, given the right
implementation, participants, and objectives—along with the honest willingness to
share shortfalls and contribute best practices—a larger objective of sustaining and
furthering the mission assurance priorities
of national space systems can be achieved,
even if it means the sharp examination of
what’s wrong, what can be improved, and
what can be accomplished together to recover from past problems and share lessons
that need to be learned.
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Research Horizons

Independent R&D at Aerospace

Miniature Space-Weather Instrumentation
Space-weather situational awareness is hampered by a lack of environmental sensors that could be used by operators and analysts
to assess mission hazards and improve future spacecraft designs.
Environmental monitors are not routinely flown on all spacecraft
because of the significant costs and resources associated with their
integration. When anomalies occur on a spacecraft without environmental monitors, the anomalies can only be diagnosed using
environmental data from nearby spacecraft. This can give erroneous
results because of the highly localized environmental input and differences in spacecraft design.
To improve situational awareness and anomaly diagnosis, there
is a need for small, cost-effective, and commercially viable devices
to serve as standard housekeeping monitors on all spacecraft. William Crain of the Space Instrumentation Department, along with
Dan Mabry, Bern Blake, and Norman Katz, is working on two such
instruments: a compact radiation dosimeter and an electrostatic discharge (ESD) monitor.
Aerospace has developed several energetic particle sensors that
have flown on Air Force, National Reconnaissance Office, NASA,
and commercial satellites, but no radiation dosimeters have been
made small enough to enable their placement directly on critical
subsystems. “At present,” Crain explained, “the radiation dose at one
location on a spacecraft can only be inferred from the dosimeter instrument placed at another location.” Also, no ESD monitors have
been developed with the ability to record a transient waveform,
which is critical to determining the discharge source.
Crain’s team successfully addressed the first problem by developing a small dosimeter that directly measures the radiation dose in
a package about the size of a coin. “The new miniature dosimeter
is small enough to be placed anywhere on a spacecraft, inside a
payload, or on a circuit board,” Crain said. “Because its detection element is a silicon test mass, the absorbed dose measured by the device portrays an accurate prediction of the dose being absorbed by
other neighboring payload microelectronics.” When the dosimeter
was tested at the 88-inch cyclotron at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) at UC Berkeley, it was found to be in good agreement
with two laboratory control dosimeters.
Two patents were granted to Crain and his team this year, one
for the dosimeter device and another for a dosimeter system that
profiles the wide area total radiation dose distributed throughout
a given spacecraft. A novel method to increase the accuracy of the
radiation dose measurement in the presence of low-energy electrons, which can dominate the dose in some orbits and locations
on spacecraft, was conceived by Norm Katz of the Space Instrumentation Department. The system integrates detector charge prior
to threshold detection and adds the result to the post-threshold
charge. “This eliminates the error associated with detection and integration of radiation pulses whose amplitudes are near the energy
threshold of the detector,” Crain said.
Work continues on the next version of the dosimeter, which
will use a new application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) that
includes the improved integrator, logarithmic output range to
compress the dose readout, and a threshold compensation circuit
to improve the dose efficiency at low particle energies. It will also
be designed for single event upset tolerance. The dosimeter will use
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a smaller detector, reducing the size of the dosimeter package even
further.
As the research continues, Crain plans to test the enhanced
reduced-size dosimeter devices, including radiation tests at LBL,
and develop a high-reliability fabrication process for dosimeter
devices. The dosimeter will be upgraded to improve its commercial
viability and work will continue on developing a licensing plan for
it. A dosimeter will be integrated on the NASA Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter, which is scheduled to launch in 2008.
Crain, Mabry, and Jim Roeder of the Space Sciences Department have also been working on the ESD monitor. The monitor is
based on the SC1-8B transient pulse shape analyzer, which was developed at Aerospace and first flown on the Spacecraft Charging at
High Altitude (SCATHA) mission in 1979. This mission provided
a fertile proving ground for the measurement technique, detection
ranges, antenna selection, and software processing algorithms to be
implemented in the ESD monitor. The SCATHA experience also
demonstrated Aerospace’s ability to detect and identify discharge
events throughout the spacecraft, and to discriminate environmentally induced events from those caused by operations (e.g., relay
switching, thruster firing). The SCATHA mission also revealed that
the transient signature of an ESD event contains vital information
to determine whether the discharge was operationally induced,
caused by the environment, or the result of hostile action.
The ESD monitor Crain and Mabry are developing will be small
and lightweight and will interface with standard spacecraft housekeeping systems. A central element of the device will be an ASIC
chip containing an analog transient recorder and readout system.
Research is under way to determine the best way to display ESD
transients on a ground system terminal in a form operators can use
for mission risk assessment. Further study will be aimed at determining the sufficient data set needed from an ESD event to improve anomaly analysis and enhance environmental specifications.
Both the dosimeter and the ESD monitor will provide operators
with a visual warning of hazardous environments, data for anomaly
diagnosis, improved environmental specifications, and the ability to
distinguish environmental phenomena from hostile action.

Dan Mabry uses a miniature dosimeter to record the total radiation dose absorbed
by the silicon detector over the life of a spacecraft mission. The dose is read over
standard spacecraft analog housekeeping interfaces similar to simple temperature readouts.
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Charles C. Wang, “M-Ary Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
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7,142,610, Nov. 2006; “M-Ary Phase-Shift Keying (PSK) BitBoundary Turbo-Coded System,” U.S. Patent No. 7,142,611,
Nov. 2006.
This M-ary phase-shift keying (PSK) bit-boundary turbo-coded
system provides a soft metric generator using boundary lines
within the symbol constellation space for gray-code encoded
symbols in a turbo-code communication system using PSK
modulation. It forms bit-boundary turbo-decoding metrics both
for M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation and for M-ary PSK
waveforms. The bit-boundary metrics and preferred gray-scale
encoding provide improved bit-error ratio with efficient soft
metrics computations and performance determinations and can
be directly implemented without prior knowledge of channel
condition. The system can be applied to various communication
systems, including direct broadcasting, personal communications,
and satellite communications.

R. B. Kaner, J. Huang, B. H. Weiller, and S. Virji, “Synthetic Method
for Conducting Polymer Nanofibers,” U.S. Patent No. 7,144,949,
Dec. 2006; “Conducting Polymer Nanofiber Sensors,” U.S. Patent No. 7,226,530, June 2007.
Conducting polymers can be used in chemical sensors based on
changes in optical, electrochemical, or conductive properties. The
small diameters of conducting polymer nanofibers result in high
surface areas and faster diffusion rates of gas molecules into the
nanofiber material as compared with standard thin-film coatings.
No practical nanostructured conducting polymer sensors have
been available because of the lack of reliable synthesis methods
for high-quality materials in bulk quantities. This invention uses
a simple aqueous and organic interfacial polymerization method
for producing conducting polymer nanofibers based on chemical
oxidative polymerization of organic monomers in a two-phase
solvent system. This template-free process is a practical way to
produce large quantities of purified nanofibers with narrow size
distributions of diameters less than 500 nm. The diameter of the
nanofibers can also be controlled by choice of synthesis conditions. Aqueous dispersions of the nanofibers can be used to drop
cast nanofiber films on planar interdigitated electrodes to form
chemical sensors. The resulting sensors have superior performance in both sensitivity and time response to a variety of gases.
R. Kumar and T. M. Nguyen, “Polyphase Channelization System,”
U.S. Patent No. 7,145,972, Dec. 2006.
The digital implementation of communication systems for broadband signals requires analog-to-digital converters (ADC) operating at high speed. This high-speed conversion imposes limitations, and for a wideband signal in conventional implementation,
the ADC may not be available, may not have the required number of bits, may require excessive power, or may be too expensive.
This invention uses parallel low-speed ADCs in combination
with polyphase channelization to process wideband signals in
communications systems. A polyphase channelizer downconverts
the wideband input signal into baseband quadrature signals that
are fed into the parallel ADCs. The converter-channelized outputs from the ADCs are then processed by a filter bank and a fast
Fourier transform processor. This parallel architecture operates
at significantly lower speed to effectively provide a high-speed
analog-to-digital conversion. The method is well suited for satellite communication systems using digital signal processing of
broadband or wideband signals.
B. S. H. Michel, “Cooperative Adaptive Web Caching Routing and
Forwarding Web Content Data Requesting Method,” U.S. Patent No. 7,146,429, Dec. 2006.
Traditional, noncooperative Web-caching systems reduce an
organization’s Internet traffic load by locally storing copies of requested content that can be quickly retrieved without sending requests via the Internet. A cooperative caching system, by contrast,
uses multiple caches to store requested content and can further
reduce overall Internet traffic load and scale to a larger user base.
However, locating the requested content can be a problem. Typically, cooperative Web-caching systems maintain a logical central
directory, so that one Web cache can easily locate the requested
content stored on another cache. This invention is an adaptive
and cooperative Web-caching method that uses an “Internet
style” application-level routing and forwarding approach to locate
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stored Web content along a path within a network of caches. The
caches construct and maintain routing and forwarding tables that
store decomposed URLs in a compressed format. The cache’s
forwarding table efficiently translates a user request to the IP address of the next-hop cache server along a path in the Web cache
network where the replicated Web content can be retrieved. Consequently, Web content can be replicated along the paths within
the caching network, reducing Internet traffic load and perceived
content fetching delay.
K. Siri, “Uniform Converter Output Voltage Distribution Power
System,” U.S. Patent No. 7,151,362, Dec. 2006.
A common practice in managing expandable power systems is
to use identical dc-to-dc converters connected in a parallel-input
parallel-output configuration with uniform power distribution
among them. A less common practice is to connect the converters using a parallel-input and series-output configuration. However, such series-output–connected converters lack the ability to
precisely control the proper distribution of power. Internal component variations or mismatches can result in undesirable nonuniform output voltage distribution, causing overthermal stresses
to those converters with higher output voltages, despite the
parallel connection of the converters to the same input voltage
source. This invention offers a unified control approach to achieve
uniform distribution of converter output voltages, leading to uniform power distribution and robust system reliability. It compares
the converter output voltages with a distribution reference signal,
and then generates separate control signals for regulation of individual converters. This provides improved power system stability
and uniform output voltage distribution among the converters.
Employing a common regulation control signal, the controller
can also provide system output-voltage regulation, system inputcurrent limiting, proportional-voltage control, relaxed-voltage
uniformity, and fault-tolerant power control.
W. R. Crain Jr., D. J. Mabry, J. B. Blake, and N. Katz, “Radiation Dosimeter Device,” U.S. Patent No. 7,157,715, Jan. 2007; “Radiation
Dosimeter System,” U.S. Patent No. 7,223,979, May 2007.
Microelectronics in spacecraft are vulnerable to degradation and
even failure from the radiation dose caused by energetic electrons
and ions. Radiation sensors, such as dosimeters, are therefore
needed onboard the spacecraft to continuously monitor the
radiation exposure. Some current dosimeters, however, do not
measure the radiation directly, and thus are prone to error. Others do measure the radiation directly, but are heavy, consume lots
of energy, need a clear field of view for each sensor, and must be
fine-tuned for each host vehicle. This invention is a dosimeter
that provides direct measurements of the energy deposited in
test masses of silicon in packages, including charge contribution
prior to radiation energy threshold detection. This dosimeter
can be made small, is relatively easy to manufacture, and offers
preintegration performance improvement, mounting flexibility,
and conventional electrical interface. The dosimeter provides
chained analog outputs that can be read by conventional satellite
systems that accept analog input from sensors, such as temperature sensors. Many of the devices can be deployed aboard a single
spacecraft. They can be daisy-chained, distributed, and used for
generating a radiation exposure profile of the spacecraft.
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H. G. Muller, “Method of Making Copper and Carbon Nanotube
Thermal Conductor,” U.S. Patent No. 7,197,804, Apr. 2007.
High-power systems tend to generate heat in localized areas,
causing the devices used in such systems to overheat. The key
to efficient cooling is to bring the thermal conductor as close as
possible to the devices and create a good thermal contact. The
best thermal conductors, however, tend to have a much higher
coefficient of thermal expansion than the semiconductor devices.
This invention is a thermal conductor made of copper and carbon
nanotubes compressed and cold rolled together so that the carbon nanotubes are aligned. The conductor has increased thermal
and electrical conductivity and a reduced coefficient of thermal
expansion. Various pressures, temperatures, and mixture ratios
can be used to form the thermal conductor and achieve different
coefficients of thermal expansion, thermal conductivities, and
electrical conductivities. The conductor can be used as a conducting heat sink, such as a laser submount, for heat dissipation and
electrical grounding of high-power electrical components and
circuits, such as a laser diode.
J. J. Poklemba, G. S. Mitchell, and R. F. Smith, “Quadrature Vestigial
Sideband Digital Communications Method and System with
Correlated Noise Removal,” U.S. Patent No. 7,200,193, Apr. 2007.
One way to transmit digital data in a bandwidth-efficient manner
is to use quadrature vestigial-sideband (QVSB) transmission. The
QVSB technique enables simultaneous transmission of two independent data streams on quadrature carriers, providing twice the
information-carrying capacity of vestigial-sideband transmission.
The disadvantages of QVSB, however, are greater implementation complexity and typically reduced detection noise margins
because of crosstalk between the quadrature channels. Previous
methods aimed at unraveling the crosstalk have proved unsatisfactory because of the effects of correlated noise. This invention
is a QVSB method with correlated noise removal embodied in
a QVSB receiver. Correlated-noise components in each of the
quadrature channels are estimated and subtracted from their
respective incoming signals, plus noise, which degenerates the remainder of the signal processing to a quadrature-coupled, partialresponse detection problem in white noise. The principles of this
invention are applicable to a variety of applications, particularly
those that require bandwidth-efficient digital data transmission.
P. A. Dafesh, “Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum OpticalFrequency-Shift-Keying Code-Division-Multiple-Access Communication System,” U.S. Patent No. 7,200,342, Apr. 2007.
Fiber-optic communications have become increasingly popular as
a means to extend the bandwidth of existing networks. A number of different spread-spectrum code division multiple-access
(CDMA) schemes have been proposed to allow asynchronous
user access to optical networks. Optical CDMA communications
can increase the capacity and improve the performance of existing wavelength division multiplexing systems, without altering
the basic infrastructure of existing fiber-optic networks. In current approaches, however, the data are susceptible to amplitude
fluctuations, which result in degraded communications. This
invention is an optical CDMA system that uses direct sequence
spectrum spreading and frequency shift-keying modulation. It
provides a secure means to transport multiple user data across a
wideband network while maintaining the flexibility to reassign

secure spreading sequences to different user channels. The system
has applications to fiber-optic networks and secure communication along both free-air and fiber-optic links.
J. C. Camparo and C. M. Klimcak, “Discharge Lamp Stabilization
System,” U.S. Patent No. 7,221,231, May 2007.
Vapor-cell atomic clocks employ an RF-discharge lamp to generate the atomic clock signal. Therefore, the performance of the
atomic clock depends on the spectral output of the RF-discharge
lamp (through the light-shift mechanism), which in turn is determined by the detailed properties of the light-generating plasma
within the lamp. The plasma temperature and power changes of
the RF-discharge lamp are not characterized or stabilized in an
atomic clock system, which can lead to atomic clock instability.
This invention is a system that senses the acoustic ion oscillations
in the 20 kHz range that come from the discharge lamp. The frequency of the acoustic ion oscillations can be used to measure the
amount of power coupled into the plasma, and thus to determine
the RF performance characteristics of the lamp. The RF power
of the lamp can be stabilized by locking the acoustic oscillation
frequency of the plasma ions to a specific value in the 20 kHz
range. This stabilizes the electron temperature of the plasma and
the spectral character of the RF-discharge lamp, resulting in improved vapor-cell clock performance.
Y. Sin and N. Presser, “Focused Ion Beam Heater Thermally Tunable
Laser,” U.S. Patent No. 7,224,708, May 2007.
Tunable lasers at the wavelength of 1550 nm are indispensable
components for all optical networks. Both distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers and distributed feedback (DFB) lasers could
be used; however, DBR lasers require complicated fabrication
steps in addition to sophisticated control electronics, and DFB
lasers suffer from a narrow tuning range. This invention is a new
method of thermal tuning that significantly improves the tuning range of DFB lasers. One method of thermally tuning the
lasers is to form thin-film heaters near the laser active region. This
technique, however, requires high heater current because of the
low electrical resistance from the platinum thin films deposited
by conventional techniques. In this invention, a focused ion beam
technique deposits platinum thin-film heaters in thermally tunable lasers. Focused ion beam platinum is not normally suitable
for use in microelectronic devices because a significant amount
of carbon is incorporated into platinum during the deposition
process. The impurity, however, provides high electrical resistance,
allowing excellent thermal tuning efficiency of the laser. The integrated laser is tunable over a wide wavelength range of ~5 nm
using a heater current of only 13 mA.
M. J. Lange, “Compensating Structures and Reflector Antenna Systems Employing the Same,” U.S. Patent No. 7,227,501, June 2007.
Increasing the capacity of small Earth station antennas necessitates the implementation of multiple beams across multiple
frequency bands. However, moving to higher frequencies requires
the use of larger Earth station antennas to accommodate the
smaller orbital separation of the satellites. Increasing the size of
the Earth station antenna is unacceptable for many applications.
Additionally, it is sometimes desirable to modify the phase and
amplitude distribution of satellite antennas using dielectric lenses.
However, the size and weight of spacecraft payloads are heavily
constrained and make the massive dielectric lenses infeasible. This

invention provides both a means of maintaining the small Earth
station antenna while providing the ability to add multiple beams
across multiple frequency bands, and the ability to implement
low-loss, lightweight RF lenses. Compensating structures formed
from multiple layers of nonuniform arrays of conductive patches
are configured to modify the phase and amplitude distribution
of an incident field in such a way as to provide additional degrees
of freedom in placement of traditional scalar feed horns while
increasing the efficiency of the antenna system. This allows the
use of smaller reflectors and provides the desired element pattern
modification in phased array systems.
R. B. Dybdal and D. D. Pidhayny, “Methods and Systems for Tracking Signals with Diverse Polarization Properties,” U.S. Patent No.
7,239,275, July 2007.
Radio-frequency signals have polarization properties that characterize the orientation of the incident electric fields. Communication system antennas are generally designed to receive signals
having a specified polarization, but incident fields matching this
specified polarization are not always received. Narrow-beamwidth antennas must track the signal’s direction to maintain the
received signal level, but cannot do so when the incident and design polarizations are cross-polarized. This crossed polarized signal condition also reduces the signal level and hence the system
sensitivity. This invention presents several methods for tracking
signals with diverse polarization properties. One method applies
complex weighting circuitry to match the incident signal’s polarization. Another method determines the stronger signal level in
the two orthogonally polarized tracking channels, and uses this to
select a polarization of the data channel. A third method sequentially sums the received orthogonal signal levels for tracking and
selects the stronger received signal polarization for the data channel. These methods make antenna tracking independent of the
incident polarization while keeping a high received signal level.
G. Radhakrishnan, “Method for Producing Carbon Surface Films
by Plasma Exposure of a Carbide Compound,” U.S. Patent No.
7,241,475, July 2007.
A hard and low-friction coating is of great value to devices such
as moving microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) that have
moving mechanical parts and are susceptible to high wear and
damage from frequent sliding contact. A multifunctional coating
can be produced by depositing a thin layer of low-friction carbon
on top of a hard, wear-resistant carbide coating. Chlorination of
carbides at high temperatures on the order of 1000oC will remove
the metal from the carbide, leaving behind a lubricious carbon
film. MEMS devices are typically produced on silicon substrates,
which are attacked by the chlorination process, and the high
temperatures involved degrade the standard mask materials used
for protecting the silicon. This invention is a method for producing low-friction carbon coatings at low temperatures on bulk or
thin films of wear-resistant carbides. A reactive halogen plasma
is generated from low-pressure halogen gases, such as chlorine or
fluorine, using a radio-frequency source. The surface of a metal
carbide is then exposed to the halogen plasma at or near room
temperature. The halogen radicals react with the carbide and
extract the metal constituent from the carbide, leaving a pure lubricious surface film of carbon. This method is easy to implement,
can treat large areas, and can be applied to any bulk or thin-film
metal carbide.
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Contributors
Learning From Other People’s Mistakes
Patrick L. Smith (left), Principal Director, Mission Assurance Subdivision, has many years of
technical experience in estimation and control. He has also supported tactical applications of
space systems and efforts to improve acquisition planning, particularly in the area of risk analysis. He has a Ph.D. in control systems engineering from UCLA and has been with Aerospace
since 1968.
Paul G. Cheng (right), Senior Engineering Specialist, Risk Assessment and Management Subdivision, supports numerous cross-program mission assurance activities, such as gleaning lessons
from past anomalies. Paul joined Aerospace in 1999. He received a Ph.D. in chemistry from
UCLA.

Independent Assessments for Mission Readiness
Thomas A. Freitag (left), Systems Director, Mission Assurance, is coleader of the SMC Independent Readiness Review Team. Freitag cofounded the team in 2000 and created its organizational structure, policies, and procedures. The team reviews satellites and boosters before launch
to ensure successful satellite deployment. Freitag joined Aerospace in 1981. He has an M.S. in
engineering from UCLA.
Bernardo Higuera (right), Principal Engineer, Launch Directorate, serves as the directorate’s
chief engineer in support of the NRO Office of Space Launch. He also provides technical advice and guidance to the Mission Assurance Team and is the directorate’s primary liaison with
the Atlas V and Delta IV chief engineers. Higuera joined Aerospace in 1992 and has an M.S. in
applied mechanics from Stanford University.

A Mission Assurance Toolbox
Bruce L. Simpson (left), Systems Director, Systems Engineering, is responsible for systems engineering and launch readiness verification. He joined Aerospace in 1985 after 17 years developing, integrating, testing, and activating weapon systems software for the Minuteman II and III,
and the GPS control segment. Since joining Aerospace, he has led the Consolidated Space Operations Center systems test, activation, and operations turnover to the Air Force’s 50th Space
Wing. Simpson has an M.S. in engineering from California State University, Fullerton.
James P. Roberts (right), Senior Project Leader, Corporate Chief Architect/Engineer, supports
mission assurance related activities with a focus on the sustainment and continuous improvement of the Mission Assurance Portal. Roberts has a B.S. in information technology from The
Johns Hopkins University and joined Aerospace in 2001.

Mission Assurance:
A Human-Rated Space Perspective

The Space Quality
Improvement Council

Garry H. Boggan, Senior Project Engineer, Civil and Commercial Operations,
Houston office, has most recently worked
with the Space Shuttle Program Systems
Engineering and Integration Office. Since
joining Aerospace in 2000, he has supported
NASA’s human-rated space programs,
including the space
shuttle, International Space Station,
and Constellation
programs. Boggan
received an M.S.
in materials science
from the University
of Texas, Arlington,
and a J.D. from South
Texas College of Law.

Gary L. Schipper, Senior Project Leader,
Corporate Chief Architect/Engineer, has
led the Space Quality Improvement Council since its inception in 2001. He also
heads up mission assurance initiatives with
industry and government agencies, as well
as cross-program and multidisciplinary
failure investigations. Schipper has
an M.B.A. from
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
and joined Aerospace in 1989.
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The Mission Assurance Guide
Sergio B. Guarro, Distinguished Engineer, Risk Assessment and Management, is
responsible for risk management and mission assurance process development. He is
an expert in the areas of probabilistic risk
assessment, risk management, and related
fields, and has served on several panels
and committees to
provide advice and
assistance on these
subjects to U.S. government agencies.
Guarro has a Ph.D.
in nuclear engineering from UCLA and
has worked for Aerospace since 1989.

Battery Testing
(from left to right)
Valerie J. Ang, Senior Scientist, Energy Technology, has more
than 25 years experience in battery design, development, system
integration, testing, and failure investigation. Since joining Aerospace in 1999, she has provided support to many government and
commercial space satellite and launch vehicle programs. She received a B.S. in chemistry from Andrews University.
Albert H. Zimmerman, Distinguished Engineer and Scientist,
Electronics Technology Center, is a consultant in aerospace batteries for space programs and a team leader for electrochemical
performance and modeling research efforts. He is an internationally recognized expert in electrochemistry—his research has led
to an understanding of how the nickel electrode in batteries works
and how it controls the performance and lifetime of the nickel cadmium and nickel hydrogen space batteries used on satellites and
launch vehicles. Zimmerman has a Ph.D. in physical chemistry
from Stanford University and has been with Aerospace since 1977.
Margot L. Wasz is a Senior Scientist in the Electronics and Photonics Laboratory, where her specialty is batteries—particularly
those used on launch vehicles. Her work in investigating the cause
of capacity loss in batteries used by the Titan program earned her a
President’s Distinguished Achievement Award in 2002. She has a
Ph.D. in materials science from Rice University and has been with
Aerospace since 1996.
Warren C. Hwang, Director, Energy Technology, is a specialist in the application of nickel cadmium, nickel hydrogen, and

lithium-ion batteries for space vehicle applications, and has served
as the technical focal point for batteries for Air Force programs
such as GPS, DSP, DMSP, and DSCS. Hwang has a Ph.D. in
physical chemistry from UCLA and has been with Aerospace
since 1973.
Boyd J. Carter, Senior Scientist, Energy Technology, joined Aerospace in 1987 and specializes in application of nickel cadmium,
nickel hydrogen, and lithium ion batteries for space vehicles. He has
worked to guide the transition of new battery products and technology to space vehicles and other high-reliability programs. He
has a Ph.D. in chemistry from California Institute of Technology.

Software Mission Assurance
(from left to right)
Michael L. Campbell, Chief Software Engineer, Navigation
Division, supports the SMC Global Positioning Systems Wing. In
this position, he promotes effective and coordinated application of
best practices for software acquisition, software engineering, software development, and mission assurance for GPS-related software systems. He has a Ph.D. in computer science from UCLA
and has worked at Aerospace since 1992.
Francis J. Sisti, Principal Engineer/Scientist, Milsatcom Division, is Chief Software Engineer supporting the SMC Milsatcom
Systems Wing. He provides software assurance and quality guidance, software engineering expertise, and oversight for related
software issues spanning milsatcom acquisition programs. Sisti is
a doctoral candidate in organizational leadership at the University
of Phoenix.
Suellen Eslinger, Distinguished Engineer, Software Engineering
Subdivision, leads the subdivision’s software acquisition research
program. She recently led the Software Process Integrated Product
Team for the SMC/NRO Mission Assurance Improvement Task
Force, which was responsible for updating the military standard
for software and for incorporating software testing requirements
into the updated space vehicle test military standard. Eslinger has
an M.S. in mathematics from the University of Arizona.

Robert E. Duvall is Manager of the Avionics Section in Flight
Software Validation. His section is responsible for the development and operation of real-time hardware-in-the-loop test beds
for launch vehicle flight software. He has a Ph.D. in astrophysical
sciences from Princeton University and has been with Aerospace
since 2000.
John C. Cantrell, Senior Engineering Specialist, Software
Architecture and Engineering, joined Aerospace in 1987 and has
worked on numerous satellite flight software projects ranging from
small test efforts to multiyear multisatellite projects including
SMC, NASA, and NRO commercial programs. He has an M.S.
in computer science from Illinois Institute of Technology.
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How Did They Do It?
David Bearden and Matthew Hart
The Mars rovers have outlasted their 90-day design life by
more than three years, and they continue to provide clues to
past water activity on Mars.
The United States and the former Soviet Union have attempted trips to
Mars for 40 years. But two out of three missions to the red planet have
failed because of the great difficulty involved. The most recent journey
to the surface of Mars was in mid-2003, with the launch of twin rovers
Spirit and Opportunity on June 10 and July 7. To get to the red planet,
the rovers flew through approximately 483 million kilometers of deep
space toward a precise landing spot.
The seven-month journey was far from easy. Hazards ranged from
“single event upsets”—which occur when a stray particle passes through
a chip in a spacecraft’s computer, causing a glitch and possibly corrupting data—to massive solar flares that can damage or even destroy
spacecraft electronics. Adjustments to the rovers’ flight paths were made
along the way, but a small trajectory error could have resulted in a big
detour, or even missing the planet completely.
If getting to Mars was hard, landing proved even tougher. The rovers
had to decelerate into the tenuous atmosphere to safely reach the surface. The challenge of entry, descent, and landing—sometimes described
as six minutes of terror—is how to decelerate something that weighs half
a ton traveling at 19,300 kilometers per hour enough to ensure it has a
chance of survival.
During the first 4 minutes of descent, friction with the atmosphere considerably slowed the rovers. Even then, they were traveling at 1600 kilometers per hour with only 100 seconds remaining as they reached the
altitude where commercial airliners typically fly. Parachutes slowed the
spacecraft, and then, with only 6 seconds left, retrorockets fired to bring
it down to zero velocity—at the height of a four-story building above the
surface. The spacecraft fell the rest of the way cocooned in airbags to
cushion the blow of hitting the ground at 48 kilometers per hour or more
and bounced before coming to rest.

It is not only the terrain of Mars that can prove perilous to the rovers.
Maintaining sufficient power to drive and perform scientific operations
is challenging. Both Spirit and Opportunity recently braved a severe
global dust storm that reduced the amount of sunlight they received to a
tiny fraction of normal for almost two months. Sunlight is used to power
the rovers—they were forced to lie dormant and wait out the storm.
Both rovers are situated near the Martian equator, where high and low
temperatures can differ by more than 100°C. This is equivalent to going
from a beach in Hawaii to the South Pole in midwinter—every day! In
spite of all the challenges, both rovers continue to function remarkably
well, and mission funding has been extended.

Developing the Rovers
The road to the launchpad was nearly as daunting as the journey to
Mars. A spacecraft had to be built that could not only make the arduous
trip, but could also complete its scientific mission upon arrival—nothing
less than exceptional technology and planning was required.
The rovers were developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), in
Pasadena, California, at a cost of approximately $820 million, including launch. The team that sent the two rovers made history, completing
in 3.5 years what mission planners usually complete in 5 to 7 years.
The team revived an ailing planetary exploration program that NASA
had to rebuild following the catastrophic loss of two spacecraft en route
to Mars in 1999. The team did this knowing that landing on Mars is
always an extreme challenge, particularly with such a short development schedule.
The spectacular scientific and engineering successes of Spirit and Opportunity were aided with mission assurance and project systems engineering expertise managed by Aerospace’s NASA/JPL program office,
also based in Pasadena. Aerospace provided support to the JPL team
in developing the rovers through system-level mission assurance and by

Spirit landed in Gusev crater on January 4, 2004. Once there, it had
to extract itself from the airbags used for landing, deploy its gear, and
finally, check out its systems and instruments. The landing captured the
world’s attention. In the following week, NASA’s Web site recorded
1.7 billion hits and 34.6 terabytes of data transferred, eclipsing records
set by previous NASA missions. Three weeks later, Opportunity landed
in the Meridiani Planum on the opposite side of Mars.
Chief among the scientific accomplishments of the rovers is the discovery
of conclusive evidence that water was common and flowed freely on
the surface of Mars in its ancient past. Both rovers have outlived and
outlasted expectations for reliability and performance, surviving two
Martian winters, climbing into and out of craters, hills, and valleys, and
traveling a combined distance of more than 18 kilometers.
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Testing of a rover prior to its flight into outer space and mission to Mars. The application of selective redundancy to the single-string design allowed for optimal use
of the available mass and volume to maximize reliability and mission success.

An artist’s concept of a rover operating on the surface of Mars. The rovers Spirit and Members of the Aerospace Mars Exploration Rovers engineering team with a repOpportunity have been traversing the terrain of the red planet since January, 2004, lica of the rover. (L-R) Eric Breckheimer, David Bearden, Rocky Khullar, Maria Sklar,
Matthew Hart, and Abraham Santiago.
far outliving their 90-day design life expectancy.

providing continuity across systems engineering, mission assurance, and
flight project engineering.
Aerospace also wrote the original risk management plan for the project,
which documented the approach to capturing, documenting, evaluating,
and mitigating project risks. Aerospace conducted requirement audits,
performed the linkage between higher- and lower-level requirements,
and enforced systems engineering structure and rigor that ensured that
key systems engineering requirements, mission assurance, and verification documentation were synchronized.
Aerospace applied failure-mode effects and criticality analysis techniques
to interfaces and components of the rovers’ flight systems. Aerospace systematically addressed each of the rover and carrier vehicle subsystems,
identifying failure modes, classifying root causes, and documenting the
criticality to mission success of each potential failure and the likelihood
of it occurring during the mission. These data were regularly gathered
across all areas of the flight system by interviewing key design engineers,
by analyzing design changes, and by documenting the implications of
design updates and potential failures on interrelated subsystems.

Reliability Analysis for Selective Redundancy
The Mars rovers were designed to be 30 percent larger than the previous
Mars Pathfinder rover and lander, but had to fit within the same volume
as their smaller and less capable predecessor. However, volume was not
the only constraint facing designers: Mass growth threatened the project
throughout its development. In the end, the rover and lander touched
down on Mars weighing almost 50 percent more than Pathfinder.
Design information for Mars entry and landing systems is based on
experience from the Viking lander missions more than 30 years ago.
Engineers decided that if the rovers were too large or too heavy, they
would not be able to land safely on the Martian surface.
The mass and volume constraints led to a design philosophy based
on high-reliability, mostly single-string subsystems. However, a limited

number of subsystems—including the cruise-stage attitude determination
and control, power, pyro, and terminal descent subsystems—required
some redundancy to maximize reliability and ensure mission success. The
questions were: Which subsystems should be made redundant, and how
should each be designed?
To answer these, Aerospace offered expert design guidance, evaluating
options for diversity in functionality and the use of redundant design elements. Aerospace developed reliability models for alternate designs and
collected and applied failure rate data at the component level.

Assuring the Rovers Were Launch Ready
Earth and Mars align for a short time every 26 months, such that a
Delta II launch vehicle can be used to carry a spacecraft to Mars.
Motion of the planets limited the launch period for the rovers to several
weeks. Daily launch opportunities were also constrained to short periods
of hours or minutes per day, after which Earth’s rotation and the location
of the launch site would no longer allow the launch vehicle to reach its
target.
The ability to successfully launch on any given day depends on many
technical and operational factors, as well as uncontrollable events, such
as the weather or errant incursions of aviation or marine vehicles into the
keep-out zone surrounding the launch site. Aerospace examined U.S.
launch history, focusing on launch delays and root causes to provide an
assessment of launch-readiness requirements.

Exploration Continues
Technical specialists from Aerospace were called upon to support
major milestone reviews, troubleshoot component-level technical issues,
and assist in resolving major risks to the rovers’ missions throughout the
development of this project. Today, as the rovers continue to send back
fascinating and never-before-seen images of Mars, these specialists can
be proud of their involvement with, and the remarkable success of, this
stunning exploratory project.
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7. Intended agenda
9. Supervision
10. Opposition
11. Possession of value
12. Bust out
15. Extreme scenario
17. “The manual”
19. Diamond defect
20. Obtaining
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25. It can slip
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29. Plumbing is one
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